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Dear Board Members:
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community Development
District will be held on Thursday, February 28, 2013 at 6:00 P.M. at 7251 Five Oaks Drive,
Harmony, Florida. Following is the advance agenda for the meeting:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Roll Call
Approval of the Minutes of the January 31, 2013 Meeting
Audience Comments
Subcontractor Reports
A. Aquatic Plant Maintenance - Bio Tech
B. Landscaping - Davey Tree - Monthly Highlight Report
C. Dockmaster/Field Manager
i. Dock and Maintenance Activities Report
ii. Buck Lake Boat Use Report
iii. Consideration of Proposals for Swim Club Furniture
Developer's Report
District Manager's Report
A. January 2013 Financial Statements
B.
Invoice Approval #154 and Check Run Summary
C. Public Comments/Communication Log
D. Website Statistics
E. Update on Employee Leasing Company
Staff Reports
A. Attorney
B. Engineer
Supervisor Requests
Adjournment

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please
contact me.
Sincerely,

~lr
District Manager
District Office:
610 Sycamore Street, Suite 140
Celebration, FL 34747
407-566-1935

Meeting Location:
7251 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, Florida
www.harmonycdd.org

MINUTES OF MEETING
HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Hannony Community
Development District was held Thursday, January 31, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. at 7251 Five
Oaks Drive, Harmony, Florida.
Present and constituting a quorum were:
Steve Berube
Ray Walls
David Farnsworth
Kerul Kassel
Mark LeMenager

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

Also present were:
Gary L. Moyer
Tim Qualls
Jon Avance
Greg Golgowski
Bob Koncar
Todd Haskett
Brock Nicholas
Garth Rinard
Residents and members of the public

Manager: Moyer Management Group
Attorney: Young vanAssenderp, P.A.
Bio-Tech Consulting
Harmony Development Company
Severn Trent Services
Harmony Development Company
Harmony Development Company
Davey Commercial Grounds

Roll Call
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Berube called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.
Mr. Berube called the roll and stated a quorum was present for the meeting.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS

Approval of the Minutes of the December 20,
2012, Regular Meeting
Mr. Berube reviewed the minutes of the December 20, 2012, regular meeting and

requested any additions, corrections, notations, or deletions.
Ms. Kassel stated I have a question on page 2 on the "can lighters." I am not sure
what those are.
Mr. Berube stated page 2, first paragraph, fifth line should read, "We have always
received the gloves and the can liners from Mr. Bill Fife."
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On MOTION by Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Mr. Walls,
with all in favor, unanimous approval was given to the
minutes of the December 20, 2012, regular meeting, as
amended.

Audience Comments
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
There being none, the next order of business followed.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Subcontractor Reports
A. Aquatic Plant Maintenance - Bio-Tech Consulting
i. Monthly Highlight Report
Mr. Avance reviewed the monthly aquatic plant maintenance report as contained in
the agenda package and is available for public review in the District Office during nonnal
business hours.
Mr. Avance stated we just treated the golf course ponds for torpedo grass and
primrose, as well as a little bit of algae in Pond 18. I will go back and spray for the algae
again. Due to the wind, I could not reach the whole pond. Other than that, everything
looks good. I just need to double-check the ponds, and next month we will treat the 10
ponds that are done quarterly.
Mr. Berube stated Long Pond is where the bridges just went in and has the long
walkway. There is a floating mat around the whole edge of the pond. It looks like algae
but it is really not because it has roots. Is that invasive or normal or natural?
Mr. Avance stated it depends. It could be torpedo grass. Sometimes when the lily
pads come up and we kill them, the roots from underneath will float to the surface. I will
look at it. Is there anything still growing on it? Or is it just a big floating mat?
Mr. Berube stated there is dollar weed coming out of it. There is material that is
coming through.
Ms. Kassel stated it is green.
Mr. Golgowski stated what I have seen is bladderwort or spikerush, which has been in
every pond since the beginning. We have been fighting those for years. Sometimes we
are successful, and sometimes it comes back.

Mr. Avance stated spikerush is very hard to manage.
Mr. Berube asked is this something that needs special attention?
Mr. Golgowski stated it needs to be kept after. I do not know if the carp will do
anything to control it.
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Mr. Avance stated the carp will eat it, although spikerush is at the bottom of their
menu. I can look at it and see if it looks like it needs to be sprayed. We can always try to
drag the mat out of the water altogether. If it is like a floating island with grass on it,
many times I can spray it and it will sink back to the bottom.
Mr. Berube stated the reason I asked if it was invasive is because now you can stand
on the bridges and look into the water. At the edges of that mat are a lot of baby fish.
They seem to like that mat, probably to hide.
Mr. Avance stated if the mat is floating, the fish are probably hiding underneath it and
eating the roots.
Mr. Berube stated there appears to be a positive as well as a negative impact.
Mr. Avance stated I will look at it today and see ifthere is something I can do with it.
I will include it on my report for this week.
Mr. Berube stated it is not necessarily something negative.
Mr. Avance stated I totally understand, and I will look at it.

B. Landscaping - Davey Commercial Grounds Management
i. Monthly Highlight Report
Mr. Rinard reviewed the monthly landscape maintenance report as contained in the
agenda package and is available for public review in the District Office during normal
business hours.
Mr. Rinard stated l was not al lasl month's meeting, so there are a few things I would
like to mention. There have been a number of things going on throughout the property in
preparing for Dark Sky, the holidays and through this month. The weather during this
wintertime has been wanner than it has been cold. Over the next few days, we will see
the reverse of that. A year ago, spring came early. While I cannot necessarily pinpoint
when it will happen, I believe we will see something similar this year. For fertilization,
we have already started our conversations with our manufacturers. We are looking to start
fertilization a little early to make sure we are not behind when spring does come. If you
noticed the way the weather has gone, you will see the turf is growing faster than it
nonnally does this time of year. Trees and other plant material are flushing out right now
because they are confused in what is happening with the weather and the temperatures.
Everything that we are seeing and noting indicates that spring will be sooner rather than
later. We changed out the annuals the first of the year pursuant to the schedule. Mulching
is ongoing. We changed from pine bark and are transitioning to natural ground cover.
3
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Mr. LeMenager stated I was not aware that it would smell so bad.
Mr. Rinard stated I was going to ask what feedback you have received on the new
mulch.
Mr. LeMenager stated it looks great but it smells.
Mr. Rinard stated the odor from the initial installation is one factor. Manufacturers
have not figured out how to change that. After a few days once it has settled in, the odor
dies back. l anticipated some comments regarding the odor. As far as the color, texture
and overall look, what do you think?
Mr. LeMenager stated it looks nice.
Mr. Berube stated it looks good, and dogs like to dig in it, for whatever reason.
Ms. Kassel stated that is a problem.
Mr. Berube stated mine does it and it might be because of the odor. l have noticed a
number of dogs like to get in there and dig.
Ms. Kassel stated lam sure it is the smell.
Mr. Rinard stated I agree. I will be sure to get some feedback in that regard. Mulching
should be complete in January pursuant to the schedule. We got a little bit of a late start
and delay because of the manufacturing process. We traded that out for pulling some of
the excess pine bark, which is still ongoing in areas.
Mr. Berube stated I do not see that as an issue. We know you got started late.
Mr. Rinard stated we will definitely be complete by the end of February, but I am
thinking it will take two weeks, three at the most. For all intents and purposes, the east
entrance is being wrapped up today up to the Square. From the Square west down Five
Oaks Drive and Cat Brier, there are still some areas on Cat Brier to finish out the bedding
areas that were somewhat removed from the street side. The dog park in that area is
partially complete, and it will be complete by tomorrow afternoon. As we go down to
Lakeshore from the turnabout at Lakeshore Park and down Schoolhouse Road out to the
west entry, tree rings and bedding areas will be done. The bedding and tree well areas on
Five Oaks Drive between the two turnabouts at Cat Brier and Schoolhouse are complete.
The west entry is complete up to the entrance. We will continue up to the Estates and
shift into the neighborhood parks. Lastly, we will finish on U.S. 192. For tree pruning, we
have been able to get some elevation work done. We have not progressed as far as we
would have hoped, but that work continues. After this preparation for Dark Sky, we will
4
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be able to put some concerted efforts into the tree work and get that project moving
forward quickly.
Ms. Kassel stated one thing I have noticed recently is tire depressions between the
sidewalk and the curb all over the property. I do not remember having seen them in the

past.
Mr. Rinard stated we have recognized that, especially on east Five Oaks Drive. We
already started changing some mower sizes and patterns to try to offset that, which is
occurring because of the repetition of the mowers running similar patterns. I have not
quite solved it, but I am cognizant of it and am addressing it. I think when we get into the
growing season and activities are happening on a weekly basis and the grass is recovering
a little faster, the offset from the change in patterns will improve those areas.
Additionally with that, the crews in the carts have to be cognizant not to repeat the same
runs and routes as they work through the property. We will make sure they understand
that.
Ms. Kassel stated I have noticed it all along Schoolhouse Road and Cat Brier, pretty
much the whole length.
Mr. Berube stated the reality is that there is one easy way to mow the grass, and the
person sitting on the mower will tend to take the easy way.
Mr. Rinard stated yes, they will take the path ofleast resistance.
Mr. Berube stated the easy way is the one that shows up over and over again.
ii. Lakeshore Roundabout
Ms. Kassel stated I have a question about the plant material that was supposed to go

at the west entrance and also what is happening with the circle.
Mr. Rinard stated this is one of the items I was going to raise at this meeting since
they are both related. At the November meeting, I mentioned that I rejected the butterfly
bush material we received from our vendor because I was not happy with the quality.
Coming into the cooler months with the characteristic of that plant, we put that on hold.
We are still in that same scenario. We are really not going to see any good plant material
coming out until the spring flush. By the same token, the west entry is what it is. There is
an opening, which is the final piece for that area. As I was driving the property a few
days ago, something struck me that I discussed with Mr. Haskett that I wanted to discuss
with the Board this morning about the proposal we provided for landscaping Lakeshore
circle. The section of open bedding area that faces Cat Brier now originally had society
5
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garlic in it. We came on property in August, and at that time in that circle, the bedding
area was taken over by torpedo grass. The turf in that area had ch inch bug damage. If you
look at it today, it is much improved. The society garlic was removed because of what we
had to do for torpedo grass control, and the turf has made some recovery. In my thinking
and what I wanted to offer to the Board is an alternative to the proposal we provided for
about $7,900 for that landscaping project. Throughout the community and neighborhood
park areas, there are empty bed spaces. With the way the Lakeshore circle has improved,
why spend that money in that circle but instead use it in park areas and spread it
throughout the community. I think it will make that money more useful. We can take a
portion of that money for the open bed space and do one of two things. We can put
another groundcover or plant material in there, or we sod it and reduce the bedding area. I
have not progressed in thinking beyond those two options at this point. On the surface, I
would suggest we move the $7,900 somewhere else.
Ms. Kassel stated I was going to propose that very thing at this meeting.

Mr. LeMenager stated I was the only person who voted against landscaping the circle,
and I am in complete agreement with Mr. Rinard.
Mr. Berube stated I noticed the circle was spruced up nicely and thought it was not
bad.
Ms. Kassel stated it does not mean we will do nothing there because we can do a little
something, but it does not need to be that kind of intensive project, especially when I
drive and walk down Cat Brier and see the condition of Long Park landscaping, which
has deteriorated over the years. It needs some help.
Mr. Berube stated so it sounds like we are voiding the original proposal for $7,900 for
landscaping the Lakeshore circle. That proposal had nothing to do with the west entrance.
Mr. Rinard stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated the only combination was using the butterfly bush.

Mr. Rinard stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated next month, Mr. Rinard can provide a plan for doing something in
the open bed areas.
Mr. Walls stated I agree with Ms. Kasse\'s comments, maybe do something to spruce
up the roundabout a little and spend a portion of the money on that circle.
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Mr. Rinard stated you have the open bed space to deal with that we can address if
everyone is fine with the existing material that is in there, which is zinnias. We can either
reduce the bed space with turf or an alternate type of p !ant material to fill the space.
Ms. Kassel stated I would be happy to meet with Mr. Rinard to discuss plant
materials.
Mr. Berube stated just because the proposal was $7,900, do not feel limited to that. If
it will take $9,000 or$ I 0,000 to do a general sprucing up, present your proposal.
Mr. Rinard stated we already have a rough idea and have reviewed individual
locations for plant counts and gaps and holes. We will review that and make sure we have
covered all the areas. I think we focused on the pocket parks in the neighborhoods and
not so much Cat Brier and those areas.
Ms. Kassel stated we can drive around after the meeting and I can point out the areas
to which I am referring .
Mr. Berube stated I think we are all in agreement on this. There are a lot of areas with
brown mulch. Some sort of color is what we all want.
Ms. Kassel stated we want plant material of some kind.
Mr. Berube stated that is correct. Big expanses of brown mulch are not what we want.

It looks pretty when it is fresh.
Mr. Rinard stated it struck me that you could spend that money better in other places.
Mr. Berube stated it is a good idea.

iii. U.S. 192 Median
Mr. Walls stated I have something perhaps Mr. Rinard can think about. The median
on U.S. 192 at the west entrance where plant material was installed on either side, I
wonder if you would think about a border around those planting areas or something better
than how it is now. There are a lot of weeds that grow up into the materials that were
planted through the mulch and it looks a bit ratty. I do not know if you can border that off
or do something.
Mr. Rinard stated I will look into ways of keeping that curb area cleaner.

iv. Tree Transplanting
Mr. Rinard stated the palm trees that we transplanted look like they are coming in and

will be fine. In addition to that, I will be talking with Mr. Haskett and Mr. Golgowski
about the four or five oak trees in the U.S. 192 right-of-way that we discussed to relocate
somewhere on property. We will be looking to do something with those.
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Ms. Kassel asked how tall are they?
Mr. Rinard stated maybe 15 or 18 feet. They are six-inch to eight-inch caliper trees. It
was part of the overall consideration of the work that was needed for the U.S. 192 rightof-way clearing. It was not part of the west entry work. We were holding the oak trees to
do until this time of year since it is a little more conducive to their transplanting.
Mr. Berube stated if you are going to move some trees around, some could go
alongside the school on Cupseed. There are at least three that need to be replaced. There
might be some mixed trees there since T think those might be live oaks. Tf we are going to
move trees, this might be a good time to replace at least three on Cupseed. One is a stump
and one has new plant material growing on it. Perhaps we can use some of the palm trees,

I do not know. Mr. Rinard can coordinate that with Mr. Haskett. Since we are doing some
work at the school, we might as well have trees that look good.

v. Landscaping at Lakeshore Park
Ms. Kassel asked for the landscaping that will be installed at the new Lakeshore Park
facility, will Davey be installing and maintaining it? That area is not irrigated, so how are
we going to ensure that the plant material that is installed is maintained over time, not
just right after it is planted. Are we making sure the plant material we are using is drought
tolerant? Will we make sure it does not die over time because it is not irrigated?
Mr. Nicholas stated we can tie irrigation into that area. It depends on the selection of
plant material. We have had a lot of ideas on what ultimately will go there. The lumber
cost ran a lot higher than the budget originally was, so we are in the process of making
sure we have adequate materials. Whatever we plant will survive, and we will have a plan
to make sure it survives.

Mr. Berube stated it appears that there is irrigation along that strip because there are
what appear to be valve boxes. If we need to install irrigation, we have someone who can
do that.
Mr. Haskett stated when we plan the system at Lakeshore Park for the additional
phases, there are wires and a mainline that terminate by the sun dial across from Ms.
Kassel' s house. We can just add it to there and run it on an existing clock. We have pipe,
fittings and heads. When we get to that point of knowing there will be substantial
landscaping in there, we can address it then.
Ms. Kassel asked is it possible that if we pull material from elsewhere in the process
of refurbishing that is still usable, can we use some of that material at Lakeshore Park
8
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instead of buying new material? There is not a lot of landscaping that is planted there,
just a few bushes and trees here and there.
Mr. Berube stated those things tend to have a habit of growing as you look at what
goes on. We always tend to modify our initial proposals. I expect this will happen with
the landscaping, also.
Ms. Kassel asked will there be built-in benches on both of the decks?
Mr. Nicholas stated that was not in the original scope. We discussed it, which is
related to the material discussion. If we have enough material onsite that we can create
those, we will definitely do it. There were some other benches we were going to do
outside the decks on some of the pads around the general area. I can discuss this project
further under the developer's report.

vi. Tree Pruning
Mr. Farnsworth stated I understood Mr. Rinard to say that they were not complete
with tree pruning.
Mr. Rinard stated that is correct.
Mr. Farnsworth stated some of the canopies still need to be trimmed.
Mr. Rinard stated that is correct.
Mr. Haskett stated they started at Town Square and some of those areas.
Mr. Rinard stated that is correct that we have started some pruning, but it is not where
I expected it would be at this point in time. After we complete the Dark Sky preparation
this week, our efforts will be increased on that activity.
C. Dockmaster/Field Manager
i. Dock and Maintenance Activities Report
Mr. Haskett reviewed the monthly field activities report as contained in the agenda
package and is available for public review in the District Office during normal business
hours.
Mr. Haskett stated irrigation is going a little slowly right now, but we are still having
cooler weather and there are not too many issues in the field. There is a little vandalism
here and there that has been reported to us, including an OUC transfonner and things like
that. Those have been repaired and corrected.
Mr. Farnsworth asked were the cameras helpful for any of those incidents?
Mr. Haskett stated no, they were not in that particular area. We keep moving them
around. l do not know if it is due to the cameras or if people got the hint, but the damage
9
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we have seen in the past has not been occurring. The kids seem to know the cameras are
out there. When we move them around, we see them looking in different areas. They
know it is being watched.
Ms. Kassel stated one of the kids who may have been responsible for much of the
previous damage was caught opening someone's mailbox on Brackenfern that had a
sensor in it. The person then went out to the mailbox when it occurred, about 6:30 p.m.
They saw who it was and called the sheriff. The sheriff came out. 1 do not know if any
arrests were made, but I think the kid was talked to and admitted it. Hopefully there will
be less of that kind of thing in the future. lt is the same kid who was responsible for what
happened at Lakeshore Park at the bathrooms.
Mr. Berube stated there seems to be one ring leader since his name keeps coming up.
The mailbox capture was the culmination.
Ms. Kassel stated this was the second catch where the sheriff was involved.
ii. Buck Lake Boat Use Report
Mr. Haskett reviewed the monthly boat report as contained in the agenda package and

is available for public review in the District Office during n01mal business hours.
Mr. Haskett stated it seems that boat usage has increased. I have done a few of the
boat orientations. The last one we did was on the 1ih with ten people who attended. That
was good to see. I am happy to say that more people are using the sailboat, which was
nice to see out on the lake. It is used once or twice a week now, which is encouraging.
Mr. Berube asked is someone on staff, including Mr. Haskett, familiar with how to set
up and operate the sailboat? If someone asks how to operate the sailboat, do we have
someone who is confident in their abilities to demonstrate that?
Mr. Haskett stated yes. I would not say any of the staff are sailors, but they can get
you out there and back.
Mr. Golgowski stated I believe we are also going to offer some sailing classes.
Mr. Haskett stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated we have the sailboat, so we need to be able to show people how to
use it.
Mr. Haskett stated we have been discussing this for about a month to get that program
going.
iii. Staff Schedules and Boating Reservations
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Mr. Haskett stated Mr. Paul Calabro is off typically on Tuesday and Wednesday, and
Mr. Rick Druckenmiller is here Monday through Friday. We try to get all the heavy
maintenance work done during the week, and Mr. Calabro handles the boats on the
weekends with Mr. Druckenmiller filling in as needed. We found that there are a few
residents we have had to explain that during the week, boats are not available without a
reservation. That throws the schedule off and it is hard to get anything accomplished
when you have three or four boats coming and going throughout the day. On weekends,
Mr. Calabro has the reservation list and if anyone wants a boat at the last minute, he will
try to accommodate them, which he has been doing at least two or three times a day each
day on weekends for the past month. There are a few residents who are common users
who were a little upset, but I think they understood we need this process right now.
During the week, Ms. Rosemary Tschinkel is also available to take reservations and
facilitate the system that has been in place for years. It should not come as a surprise to
some people.
Mr. Berube stated with any kind of luck, we will have a third staff member shortly.
Ms. Kassel asked will that change the circumstances?
Mr. Haskett stated yes, it certainly will. We will need to figure out schedules during
the summer when boating hours are longer, but residents will be more accommodated.
Mr. Walls stated Mr. Calabro has done a really good job handling the boat
reservations when I have been down there. He is really good with the kids.
Mr. Haskett stated Mr. Calabro is very good at calling people and making sure they
are attended to, and both staff members do a good job.
iv. Field Management
Mr. Berube stated I noticed Mr. Haskett's email commentary about the projects we
asked him to handle. I appreciate that Mr. Haskett is busy. I want to bring to the attention
of the Board that we have discussed in the past about relieving Mr. Haskett of some of his
load. He has been doubled up lately needing to handle the boats since we are short
staffed. As we have alluded to in the past, we need to become more self-sufficient. Mr.
Haskett will be busier all the time, and we lean on him a lot because no one else will do
it. Perhaps in the next budget year, we should consider some way of bringing more of the
burden that he handles now under our umbrella. I think at the very least, we probably
need some sort of manager/worker. I think it would be nice if he had a small office
11
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somewhere. I do not know if the development company has any office space that we
could rent.
Mr. Nicholas stated l think that is a fair point. Mr. Haskett serves as a stop-gap a lot
of times when we do not have anywhere else to go for things, like riding around and
picking up materials and looking after the staff. Those are active management activities,
and I think at some point as the community grows, we need to think about how to sustain
the things that we have said that we do, like the boats. It is fine if we do not have any
major projects going on, but we are seeing an increase in activity. Our teams here are
always integrated and helping. We serve as consultants for the Board and the District
Manager. If we have nine projects, and eight of them have a lot of capital invested in
them and one has to do with removing marks on the boat ramp, Mr. Haskett has to
prioritize that list. I do not want any unfair criticism to come back toward Mr. Haskett if
we are in one of those cycles, which we seem to be right now. We are trying to open the
commercial center, and some houses are under construction. There are a couple things we
are dealing with in that regard that should be completed shortly. Everyone is happy to fill
in, but I think when there is too much to do, some things spill over. We should think
about that. The response cannot always be to call Ms. Tschinkel or someone in
Celebration. There needs to be some active management onsite as a fall back plan.
Mr. Berube stated it is not a criticism of Mr. Haskett, and I understand he is very
busy. If you look around, you can see there is plenty going on. We have alluded to this
idea before of getting more things under our umbrella. Mr. Haskett will still be a strong
liaison because of his experience and other knowledge that is needed. But the mundane
things of calling suppliers and ordering materials and getting quotes on pool furniture can
be done by someone else. It takes a lot of time.
Mr. Nicholas stated Mr. Haskett enjoys it and he is very detailed about it. I do not
mean to pull any of that away, but certainly, it is something to think about as we move
into busier times.
Ms. Kassel asked how does Mr. Haskett feel about this and the timing of it? Is it also
something that is cyclical and we simply need to be patient when there is something
major going on? When it cycles down, then will Mr. Haskett be available more? How
soon do we need to start thinking about this, in the next fiscal year or in two years?
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Mr. Haskett stated it would be a position where the person needs a lot of on-the-job
training, so you would need to plan for that. lt will not be learned overnight or in a few
months. It will take quite a while, but at any point, you can consider it in the budget. You
also need to think about the utilities, phone, cable, computers, and all those things that we
provide with the service that I am providing. There will be some expense to it. It is not
just adding on another person, since there is a little more to it than that.
Mr. Farnsworth asked will this be a fourth person?
Mr. Berube stated it almost has to be. 1 think we need an office space. We already
provide cell phones, and everyone can live with a cell phone nowadays. It would be nice
for someone to have a desk to prepare proposals or meet with suppliers. I think that
would entail an internet connection and more than likely a small pickup truck. We have
some vehicles that we own, including some mules, and every now and then, they need to
be hauled to town for service or used to pick up various supplies at Home Depot.
Currently we are paying an employee to use his own vehicle. I think sometimes, as this
community grows, there might be a need internally for a small pickup truck. I do not
think it is out of the range. It does not necessarily have to be new, but it needs to be a
vehicle that is tagged and used here by our employee. We would then have four
employees, and it would also eliminate the risk of having one of their vehicles out on the
road on company time. l have a rough plan in mind, and my thought is when we start the
budget process in three or four months, we ought to look at doing this. The development
company activities will not get any slower. It is going to stay busy, and our constituent
base is growing with more people moving here. There will be more buildings going up in
Town Center as well as more new homes. It is time we spring ahead. When you look at a
lot of the things that can come more in-house, such as painting buildings, if we have staff
on hand available to do it, we can eliminate a certain number of outside suppliers. It will
not be budget neutral, but it might not be as big of an impact to the budget as we might
otherwise think. I wanted to raise this issue and let everyone know my thoughts. I see a
lot of heads shaking in the affirmative, so it looks like we are all in agreement. I will
work on this more and provide some numbers.
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Lakeshore Park Project

Developer's Report

Mr. Nicholas stated we are nearing the end of the structural part of this project. The
concrete has been complete for some time. We will get ready to call the District engineer
and ask him to verify the structures and make sure he approves and signs off on them.
Mr. Golgowski reminded me that there is a bench swing at the far end of the east
boardwalk that has to be delivered. There is also one bench at the west end of the
boardwalk. The bump outs did not contemplate any of those stopping points, but there is
one at the end. We have some inspections to do with the engineer, and we need to make
sure the quality control is in order with the actual work. We are in the process of
finalizing the funds and reviewing the punch list and the final landscaping. Perhaps in a
month, we can have a conversation about beginning to tum over the project to the
District.

B. Model Homes
Mr. Nicholas stated when we have a model on a main street, once upon a time, the
builder took it upon himself to make some adjustments to the landscaped area between
the curb and the sidewalk in order to make the path a little more reasonable for curb
parking in front of the home. That was met with some resistance, and it might have been
the way it was done then and it was not requested, but we are in a situation now where we
have a model home on Schoolhouse Road. David Weekley is the builder. There is St.
Augustine in the tract between the curb and the sidewalk. St. Augustine is not really a turf
that is set up to handle foot traffic very well. There is really no other way to walk to that
home other than through the turf unless you go to the corner or go to the back. We would
like permission to lay some decorative pavers to connect the sidewalk to the curb. It
would not include any landscape material, just some hardscape that we can undo and
replant St. Augustine when we are done with the model home and it is conveyed to a
home owner.
Mr. LeMenager stated l think it sounds great.
Mr. Berube stated I think it is a positive thing because you will not have beat-up St.
Augustine. Anytime you have a model home like that where it makes sense, you should
do it.
Mr. LeMenager stated one resident has done it anyway.
Mr. Berube stated I do not see any problem with it.
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Mr. Nicholas stated it will save the landscape and keep mud out of the house.

C. Harmony Community School Landscaping
Mr. Nicholas stated we had conversations at other meetings about landscaping at the
Community School. I have some thoughts and I hope the Board members have also been
collecting infonnation. I have an exhibit that shows the school property. The yellow
property is land that the CDD owns and currently maintains at the boundary of the
Community School. The yellow line is the property boundary. It is within the scope of
services for Davey to maintain. The areas in blue are the high-visibility areas that we
have been discussing that fall between the edge of the COD ownership boundary and not
quite all the way into school property but on the edge. Birchwood Acres donated this site
to the School District to build a facility. It was in the middle of an already-populated
neighborhood that was already planned and developed. For the most part, the process was
that we took the noTITial COD buffer that exists everywhere in all the neighborhoods and
donated the land inside of it. Then we, in conjunction with the School District, planned
and designed the civil work and the building for the prototype school. We do not donate
schools every year. For Harmony, this was a one-time major event. If you look at the
CDD boundary evel)Where else in the neighborhood, we prescribe a code that builders
have to follow with setbacks and the way they need to build the home and the building
pad in relation to that boundary. We do not really have a code for schools and donated
property like this since it was a one-time event for us to do. Had we done it in a little bit
different sequence from the beginning, we might have asked the School District to design
their school on a CADD file with our piece of land. Then we would have looked at the
hardscape, the drive aisles, the curb lines, and all the proposed features of the building.
We would have then drawn some irregular shape on the boundary and left that as the
CDD boundary and donated everything else to the school. It did not happen that way; we
just drew a straight line and donated the land inside of it. There are a couple areas that are
sort of in the middle. The reason why we are focused on it now is because the quality of
landscaping has been a concern. The material was installed five years ago and it is
expiring.
Mr. LeMenager asked would the School District give it back to us?
Mr. Nicholas stated that is one solution, but I want to let you know about the work
that has been done since the last meeting. We recognize that the landscape materials are
expiring. We are going to make an investment to get the landscape that is there back to its
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installation grade. We will spend that money through Davey and they will do that work.
Davey has also volunteered to absorb the maintenance of that material that they are going
to install through the end of this fiscal year. That gives us between now and then to
decide what happens on Octaber 1, 2013. 1 do not want to saddle Davey with that
responsibility if there is no chance that this Board will (I) assume some responsibility for
that work going forward on a landscape easement basis, or (2) allow me to engage with
the School District attorneys to discuss them quit-claim deeding that property back to us.
Mr. LeMenager stated I think that sounds like a wonderful idea. It makes the whole
inter-governmental cooperation problem go away. What a great way of thinking outside
the box.
Mr. Farnsworth asked are we talking about these two blue areas?
Mr. Nicholas stated yes.
Mr. LeMenager stated to me, those fit the definition of a park. I like it.
Mr. Berube stated I realize we do not govern by public opinion, but there was some
public opinion shared on a couple of the chat groups. It seemed to me that the
oveiwhelming number of people who joined in the chat said not to maintain it if it is not
our land.
Mr. LeMenager stated that is exactly what they said.
Mr. Berube stated I think if it does come back to us, whether it is ours or not, I think
we will probably agree to follow it up. But at least we do not set a precedent of spending
public money on someone else's property, whether it is public property or not. If that
comes back on a quit-claim deed and becomes CDD property, I do not see any issue at
all.
Mr. LeMenager stated I agree.
Mr. Farnsworth asked are we currently irrigating the yellow area?
Mr. Nicholas stated yes.
Mr. Farnsworth asked then we would take over the irrigation on the blue area?
Mr. Nicholas stated yes.
Mr. Qualls stated I think you have three really good choices in front of you and a lot
of time to contemplate those choices. I think it is a policy decision if you want to take the
option of having

a quit-claim

deed or however you want to do a transfer. I have also

looked at the interlocal agreement, and 1 think it is a more viable option than I have
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articulated. T looked at the Statute, and it is all about economies of scale. If it makes more
sense for the CDD to get together with the school because there will be overall savings or
overall benefits, and if each entity is doing what it does best to create economies of scale,
then what the CDD does best is maintain infrastructure, such as landscaping. The overall
quality will increase and the overall cost to keep that quality would decrease, so that fits
precisely within Chapter 163, Florida Statutes. The third option is to do nothing. After
thinking about it more and after talking about it with Mr. Kenza vanAssenderp, I wanted
to soften some of the things that I said in previous meetings. I studied Chapter 163,
Florida Statutes, which deals with interlocal agreements, a little more thoroughly.
Mr. Walls stated I appreciate all the work that Mr. Nicholas and his staff have spent
looking into this. I think if the blue area had been CDD property in the beginning, we
would have been maintaining it all along and it would look different right now. Some of
the problems we are having with the school being unable to maintain their property to the
standards that the CDD does, it is bleeding over to our property and it is causing us to
spend more time and money on that property. I think it is a benefit. We are talking about
a sidewalk between our piece and their piece. If you have weeds on one side of the
sidewalk, then you will have weeds on the other side of the sidewalk. As we move along,
listening to the plan here, whether or not the school deeds us that property, l think there is
a benefit to us maintaining that property along the sidewalk. It sounds like the
development company is going to spruce up the plant material to the level they should
have been, and we will receive free maintenance from Davey. 1 do not see how we can go
wrong by doing this. You end up with a nice-looking school and an improved
community, which helps the development company sell houses and increases our
property values. I cannot imagine the maintenance costs for these little areas going
forward will be a huge amount of money. I think the concern that a lot of people had on
those chat forums was that they were under the impression that their CDD assessments
would be raised to pay for this, which I do not think will be the case at all. I like this plan.
I appreciate all the work that the development staff has done. My whole goal in raising
this was to get the school to the level that the CDD is regarding landscape maintenance. I
think that is where this plan gets us, and I think it is a benefit for everyone.
Mr. Nicholas stated this is not finalized at all. T have not done any work with the
School District other than a few conversations to lay down some groundwork. We still
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need to engage them in the process, and we will make it really inexpensive whatever that
is. As long as they are willing to work with us, we can continue to proceed.
Ms. Kassel stated I took a look at the school property, and I do not feel that the
landscape maintenance or the quality of the landscaping is much different than it is
elsewhere in Harmony on COD property. I feel like the school is maintaining it to about
the same state as Davey is maintaining property elsewhere in Harmony, so I do not think
we should pay extra. It is not just about the payment, though. It is also about listening to
the people who elected us to represent their opinions and how they feel Harmony is
managed. There were a number of school administrators and facility engineers who said
that the school property needs to be maintained by the school. If we do a quit~claim deed,
they will just see it as a way for the CDD to take over landscaping. Even though it will
not raise our COD assessments this year or possibly even next year, it is money that we
are not spending on property that is already CDD property. For those reasons and a
couple others, I am not in favor of this. I realize I am the lone opponent of this idea.
Mr. Berube stated in the past, I agreed with Ms. Kassel's position, but as I looked into
this further, I changed my mind, even considering comments from the residents. The
problem with chat room opinions is you get six or eight people who tend to fester a
burning fire. Beyond that, I think we are in a unique situation. I do not know how many
communities have a school set in the middle of where people live. To me, that sways me
off center a little on this because the school is right in the middle. You can have all these
interlocal agreements where there is a school in the community. I have driven through a
lot of communities, and there are not many with a school in the middle. Usually the
school is in a comer by itself. This school is on a main roadway. I am not discounting
Ms. Kassel's opinions because I felt the same way. I am moving more toward center with
this. I think we can make it look pretty despite the seeming objections of people. I read
that most people do not want their assessments increased, and I think we all agree as a
Board that we are not going to increase them. I realize we are spending money that we
could spend somewhere else, but I think we have been good at shifting money and saving
money in various categories. I think we can accommodate this without any big deal. I
think we should try to move forward with a quit-claim deed.
Mr. LeMenager stated all we are talking about is moving the border from the
sidewalk to the parking lot. That is all those blue areas are, which is between the sidewalk
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and their parking lots. They are extremely small pieces of land. I think people are
thinking that we are going to trim their trees under the windows and we are going right
onto their property. The scope of this is really tiny. We are just talking about stopping at
the parking lot instead of stopping at the sidewalk. It is two Iittle islands.
Mr. Walls stated if you move south down Schoolhouse Road, we maintain either side
of the sidewalk down that road. So this is no different than other places that we maintain.
Mr. LeMenager stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated there is a number we do not have. What does Mr. Rinard anticipate
on an annual basis as a contract addendum?
Mr. Nicholas stated there is no turf, just bed areas.
Mr. Rinard stated it might be $5,000 to $7,500 on an annual basis.
Mr. Berube stated even if it was $12,000 annually, it is only an additional $1,000 per
month.
Mr. Nicholas stated when we redo the landscape, we will consider the sustainability
of the maintenance. We will absolutely consider native plants.
Mr. Berube stated the final issue is the cost of this maintenance going forward. f think
we just found out it is a relatively minor cost.
Mr. LeMenager stated I like the map because it really brings the scope into
perspective and shows it is not that big of a deal.
District Manager's Report
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Financial Statements
Mr. Moyer reviewed the financial statements as included in the agenda package and

available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours.
Mr. Moyer stated as we anticipated, we have received $324,000 of our non-ad
valorem assessments, which would indicate that Harmony Development Company has
not paid their non-ad valorem assessments levied on the tax roll. We are 54% collected
and a year ago, we were 52% collected, so we are on track in how we have been
collecting assessments in this District for a period of time. On the expenditures, we are
$7,200 under budget on administrative, $9,724 under budget on field management,
$12,867 under budget on landscaping, $7,300 under budget on utilities, and $17,000
under budget on operations and maintenance. Overall, we are $54,000 under budget
through the first quarter of our fiscal year.
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B. Invoice Approval #153 and Check Run Summary
Mr. Moyer reviewed the invoices and check summary, which are included in the

agenda package and available for public review in the District Office during normal
business hours, and requested approval.
Mr. Moyer stated Mr. Berube emailed me and expressed his concern about whether or
not Severn Trent was making the appropriate deductions. Severn Trent provided a chart,
and with the approval of the check register, that is all squared up. They are deducting
what they said they would deduct.
Mr. Berube stated I agree. For the benefit of the Board, we have been receiving a
$1,300 discount on our monthly management fee from Severn Trent as reimbursement
for the prior assessment situation and the resulting legal fees. October's and November's
invoices did not reflect that discount, and then it showed up on December's invoice, so I
questioned it. The whole package this month included some credit memos, which were
for $1,500 each. It was very unclear. I asked Mr. Moyer about it, and it sounds like he did
not catch it either. There is no doubt in my mind that they did it right, as evidenced by the
worksheet that I believe Mr. Koncar provided. My concern was that it is not clear. When
you get a bill that is wrong in the amount of $1,300, and there is a credit memo that is not
documented for $1,500 because it includes $1,300 plus a $200 adjustment from an
estimated overtime account, I could not decipher it, so that is why I asked the question.
With the reimbursements we are receiving, Severn Trent's invoice has multiple
adjustments for multiple months, including the employee situation and everything else. A
little more clarity would solve the issue on the invoice. Obviously, whoever wrote the
credit memos knew what they meant.
Mr. Moyer stated there is a schedule on page 14 of the financials that shows those
deductions. T think the person who put this together can be requested to update it and
make it a part of this package so you can follow it that way.
Mr. Berube stated it all works out fine. But the problem is when you look at it, for
months, our management fee has been $3,365.33. For October and November, it went
back to the other amount of $4,665.33 with no explanation. December's invoice is at the
reduced rate. For two months, it looked like the $1,300 credits disappeared. Then we
have been getting credits and adjustments for months because of the employee situation.
When I saw the two credit memos, I thought they had to do with the employees. When I
looked at it, I could not find $1,300 credits anywhere.
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Mr. Walls asked did the explanation indicate it was for employee overtime? I was
going to ask about that.
Mr. Berube stated employee overtime has been adjusted. I do not know where that
comes in. Severn Trent does things in a strange fashion. Our employee overtime number
is a direct bill the month after it occurs. If we pay overtime in September, then October's
invoice will show the hours for each employee. For whatever reason, they are adjusting
that employee overtime account, and I have no idea why. I guess it really does not matter.
The numbers match within a few dollars of where I expected they would be, but it sure is
a circuit to get there.
Ms. Kassel asked do you have a suggestion?
Mr. Berube stated I would like more clarity when they provide their paperwork. I
guess Ms. Fazeela Khan does the footnotes to the financial statements, and she has added
a lot of footnotes where you can find a lot of information. I supposed if this had been
footnoted with a little bit of clarity as to what was going on, it would have saved a lot of
paper being printed and me sorting through everything trying to figure out what was
going on. Mr. Moyer looked at it and did not understand it. I sent it to Ms. Brenda
Burgess, who looked at it and did not understand it, so it was not just me. It was not clear.
We do not mind paying, but we need to have clarity.
Mr. Berube stated on a different matter, I noticed there is an invoice from the
Harmony Development Company to the COD for CPR certification classes for our two
field staff members. The development staff left to attend another meeting, so I cannot ask
them. I am not arguing that CPR certification is a good thing, but in what capacity are we
being asked to pay for this certification class? As an employer? It has been made very
clear that we are not the employer. It is only $ I 00, but it is a matter of principle. It took
place last year when we were also asked to pay for uniforms. We are not the employer.
Mr. Moyer stated if you want us to handle it differently, Severn Trent can pay for it
and then bill the District as part of being the employer.
Mr. Berube stated it is a fine line, and I understand it is. I almost thought about letting

it slide, but either we are the employer or we are not. Am I being too picky?
Mr. Walls stated I see Mr. Berube's point, but they tum around and charge us for
incidentals.
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Mr. Berube stated they do not for employees. My concern is things like this happen
and Mr. Qualls will remind us that the CDD is not the employer. In what capacity are we
being asked to pay this bill? It is $100 for CPR certification for two people. It is not a lot
of money, but there is a line.
Ms. Kassel stated I understand Mr. Berube's point, but as Mr. Moyer said, it would
have been billed back to us through Severn Trent.
Mr. Berube stated probably.
Ms. Kassel stated I do not have a problem paying it.
Mr. Berube stated what happened is not my issue. How it was presented is my issue.
Ms. Kassel stated I understand where you are coming from.
Mr. Berube stated there are some invoices from ID Wholesaler for things to make the
identification cards. Does Mr. Moyer code the invoices as to the budget line item, or does
someone else code them where they show up in the general ledger?
Mr. Moyer stated Mr. Haskett usually codes the bills. I do not code the invoices.
Mr. Berube stated this should be under Security Enhancements, which led me to two
BrightHouse bills we receive every month for monitoring the gates. One ends up under

R&M Common Area and the other is in Security Enhancements. I wonder why two
BrightHouse bills having to do with the same thing end up in two different general ledger
funds.
Mr. Moyer stated I will ask Mr. Haskett.
Mr. Berube stated I think they should all be under Security Enhancements. We have
that budget line for those items, and we need to monitor that.
Mr. Berube stated we received an invoice for $500 from Grau & Associates dated
December 3, 2012, for audit ending September 30, 2012. It coincides with the budget
since we have only paid them $7,500, but why is there a final bill for $500? It does not
seem right.
Mr. Walls stated they usually take draws.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct; they take draws against the work as they process the
work.
Mr. Berube stated my other questions are for Mr. Haskett, so J will take those up with
him.
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Ms. Kassel stated there was a line item on the legal invoice where someone was
conversing with Mr. Qualls about the election of the Chainnan of the Board.
Mr. Moyer stated I think it was a summary of items that actually took place two years
ago. It was reviewed about how many votes you need to have to elect a Chahman if there
is a quorum but not a full Board. It was something we were faced with previously and we
wrestled with the fact that a 2-1 vote elected a Chairman.
Mr. Qualls stated two years ago, the scenario was the vote was 2-1-1 and the question
was if it was an actual majority. We decided to get it all straight for this new election
cycle, so we billed $50 of time to make sure that meeting ran smoothly.
Ms. Kassel stated I was curious about it.
Mr. Qualls stated that is why we include at the bottom of our invoice to ask if you
have any questions.
On MOTION by Ms. Kassel, seconded by Mr. Walls, with
all in favor, unanimous approval was given to the invoices,
as discussed.
C. Public Comments/Communication Log
Mr. Moyer reviewed the complaint log as contained in the agenda package and
available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours.

D. Website Statistics
Mr. Moyer reviewed the website statistics as contained in the agenda package and
available for public review in the District Office during nonnal business hours.
E. Employee Leasing Company
Mr. Moyer stated from our last meeting, we identified two companies that will agree
to hire one individual for our project. They usually require more than one employee, but
these two were responsive to our situation. The more responsive firm was Staffing Now.
They have shown a lot of interest in this, and they have been very good at providing us
infonnation. Some of the responses from Central Florida Staffing were not particularly
clear to me, such as if medical was included or if their rate is $21.73 or $26.19. Staffing
Now actually has called me on several occasions, asking ifwe are ready for them to send
us people to interview, so they are anxious to get us an employee. I called Mr. Haskett
last week and wanted to start the interview process, and Mr. Haskett indicated to wait
because he wanted to discuss something at this meeting. I would like to go ahead and
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proceed with Staffing Now and get the process started. We can work through the details
as we get more involved in it.
Mr. Berube stated I tend to agree with you. I met with both our employees this week
and showed them what we had. I also have Severn Trent's current employee benefit
package and current costs. From the perspective of the employees, they like much of
what Staffing Now is offering. There are a couple questions of limitations. Staffing Now
has a $5,000 limit on their medical coverage for a year, but on the other hand, the medical
package they have with Severn Trent has a $5,000 deductible, so the first $5,000 comes
out of the employees' pockets. They are paying comparable amounts of money for the
premiums to Severn Trent as what Staffing Now is listing. I asked Ms. Burgess to check
with Staffing Now to clarify. They also indicate under salary that it includes major
medical.
Mr. Moyer stated Ms. Burgess did receive that information and forwarded it to me
last night. I will provide Mr. Berube with the email.
Mr. Berube stated they never really confirmed the question of medical coverage.
Ms. Kassel stated that is not very substantial coverage. As Ms. Burgess indicated, it is
not very high. I would much rather have a $5,000 deductible than a $5,000 limit.
Mr. Berube stated the proposal says it includes major medical. The way I understand
major medical and other coverage is when you have health insurance, it is called limited
medical. Somewhere in this proposal they refer to limited medical so I wonder if they
have two categories. The insurance that the employee pays for gets them to that $5,000,
and once they have reached that limit, there is a secondary insurance. Otherwise, why
would they say it includes major medical? I think there are two different levels of
coverage.
Mr. Moyer stated we need to clarify that.
Mr. Berube asked do they only receive one week of vacation?
Mr. Moyer stated yes, after 1,500 hours within the first year, they receive one week of
vacation.
Ms. Kassel stated the email from Ms. Burgess indicates a "difference in vacation
time." She indicates in the email "we have 10 paid holidays available immediately and
two weeks of sick time annually plus the difference in vacation time."
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Mr. Moyer stated part of the issue is if our employees transfer over, how their
vacation time would be handled.
Mr. Berube stated right now, they receive two weeks of vacation time from Severn
Trent. With Staffing Now, they would only have one week, which is the difference.
Staffing Now gives six paid holidays and Severn Trent has 10. There are other significant
differences in the package. The big issue that came up was the medical limit of $5,000.
The employees were fine with the rest of the package.
Mr. Moyer stated we do not have to make that transfer all at once. We can hire the
new employee with Staffing Now. My recommendation is if you go that direction, hire
the new employee and see how it works for three months before we ask Mr.
Druckenmiller and Mr. Calabro if they are interested in switching. By that time, we will
know for sure how it works.
Ms. Kassel stated or wait six months.
Mr. Berube stated I think Mr. Calabro was fine with the change. Mr. Druckenmiller
had an issue with the $5,000 maximum, which is why I asked the question. There was not
much resistance on any of the rest of it. Many of the coverages are better. The pricing on
the insurance is about the same. The big issue is the deductible. Mr. Druckenmiller paid
over $4,000 last year in deductibles, so he understands what that is worth. His new
deductible will be $500. He would have $3,500 extra in his pocket right now from last
year ifhe had this plan.
Ms. Kassel stated if we are going to do this, I would rather have the new employee
work under the new contract for six months to a year to see how it works before we move
our other two employees.
Mr. Berube stated Severn Trent uses a pot of money and works off the budget to bill
us. With a leasing company, we will have more direct control over their raises and
various related things. If we include 3.5% in the budget for raises for the employees, it
would not automatically show up on our monthly bill but would occur when the
employee receives the raise. Both employees are complaining that they have not received
their new raises yet.
Ms. Kassel stated I want to think about the reason that we wanted to look into this in
the first place. It had more to do with having more transparency than anything else. We
are not really looking at cost savings. It is a question that I do not know if we are still
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asking, which is if we do this at all or ifwe continue to go through Severn Trent. There is
more transparency with a leasing company and it would seem-although we do not know
for sure-there is a faster hiring process than Severn Trent. Is that ongoing and where are
we with that?
Mr. Berube stated Ms. Burgess indicated to me that if we have someone to hire, we
send them to Staffing Now to be enrolled and that is all that needs to be done.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct. The way Mr. Thomas Belieff was terminated was by
telling him that his job was eliminated. The human resources staff at Severn Trent, who
know their stuff, say you cannot hire someone for the same position that you just
eliminated. You get in trouble doing that. They do not want to get in trouble, so they are
not going to do it. They have made the decision that even though the job description is
broader now, it still has that component that Mr. Belieffwas doing as the dockmaster. As
such, they are reluctant to hire anyone for that position.
Ms. Kassel asked where does that leave the COD? Does that leave the CDD liable if
we were to hire someone with a substantially similar position?
Mr. Berube stated we are not the employer.
Ms. Kassel stated that does not mean that we still do not open ourselves up to
liability.
Mr. Qualls stated the information in the agenda package shows a comparison chart
and an email from Ms. Burgess; while there is information in the agenda package from
Staffing Now to Severn Trent. What entity is contemplating contracting with one of these
staffing companies?
Mr. Berube stated the COD, through its manager.
Mr. Qualls stated the manager is going to staff and handle this.
Mr. Berube stated yes.
Mr. Qualls stated so the contract will be with Severn Trent.
Mr. Berube stated no.
Ms. Kassel stated it will be with the CDD through the management company.
Mr. Walls stated they will facilitate the tenns of the contract, but the contract will be
with the COD.
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Mr. Moyer stated it is just like a day laborer situation. If you get a day laborer, he
would report to the management company, to me. But the reality is that the District
would hire the day laborer. That is done all the time, and we do that a lot.
Mr. Qualls stated not in Hannony.
Mr. Moyer stated no, in other CDDs.
Mr. Berube stated our employee will not be a day laborer.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct.
Mr. Qualls stated l can just give you the advice. The Statute says the District shall
have a District Manager who shall manage the works of the District. It seems so simple to
me. If you want someone new, tell the manager you want a new employee. If you want a
reduction, tell the manager. Just looking at this and ways to save money, you are to
commend the District Manager, but there is a lot of discussion about insurance and other
items. Someone raises the question to whom does the employee look. There will
apparently be a contract with the District and the staffing company, but for any employee
issue, you send that to the District Manager. We have advised that you follow that
Statute, which is the District Manager who manages the works of the District. That
includes hiring and firing.
Mr. Berube stated that is exactly what we are doing. All we are doing right now is
what the new potential staffing company-the supplier of labor-is going to offer the
employees, versus the package and benefits the employees already have from Severn
Trent. We are trying to sort through and make sure the employees are not hurt in this
transition. In effect, Severn Trent is the employer, managed by the District Manager. If
we make a change, the employees will be employed by Staffing Now, managed by the
District Manager.
Mr. Qualls stated there is no agreement between the District and the staffing company
in what has just been outlined.
Ms. Kassel stated last month we discussed about just doing this for the new
employee. Now Mr. Berube is saying to look at our two current employees and make a
transition. That is not something that we have discussed in the past. That is something
being discussed at this meeting as a possibility. We discussed specifically in the past that
this arrangement was only going to be for the new employee. We were not talking about
transitioning our current employees unless it was a great deal and they really wanted to
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change. This issue came up because of the difficulty in hiring a new employee and the
length of time that it would take, as well as the difficulty in understanding how Severn
Trent was charging us for the employees. That issue also came up because they kept
billing us the same amount after Mr. Belieff had been dismissed. I do not see it as being
any different than the management company hiring through their own company versus
hiring through another leasing company that we are considering. Does Mr. Moyer see it
any differently than that?
Mr. Moyer stated no, I do not.
Ms. Kassel stated I am not sure what Mr. Qualls's issue is with this. We are not really
doing anything different except for who is paying the employee.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct.
Mr. Qualls stated you pay me to read the Statute and tell you what it says and tell you
what I think that means. You can take my advice or not. I do not see an agreement to be
signed with a leasing company.
Mr. Berube stated there is no agreement.
Mr. Qualls stated in other words, as I understand it, all that is essentially happening is
the District Manager is selecting a more convenient way for the District Manager to be
able to manage the works of the District and have staff and have the flexibility to do that.

Mr. Berube stated that is exactly what we are talking about.
Ms. Kassel stated my question was about our liability if the Severn Trent human
resources department terminated Mr. Belieff s employment by saying that position was
eliminated, and if the COD is looking to hire someone for what could be construed as the
same position. I understand the employee was hired by Severn Trent, but that does not
mean the COD would not be involved in some kind of lawsuit if we were to hire someone
through a different company.
Mr. Berube stated we are not going to hire someone for the same position.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated the job classifications have been revised. Both Mr. Druckenmiller
and Mr. Calabro have had their job classifications revised to handle the boats. The third
field technician-the former position-was assistant dockmaster. That position will be
gone in this transition, and the position will become another field technician. The reason
for that is so we have the flexibility of having them all do other activities. That was one
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of the problems with Mr. Belieff because he wanted to just be the dockmaster and not do
anything else.
Ms. Kassel stated what I am hearing is that Severn Trent is saying that the new
position is substantially similar enough that it opens us up to liability.
Mr. Moyer stated not you.
Ms. Kassel stated Severn Trent, but when someone sues, they will sue everyone.
Mr. Qualls stated I agree with the District Manager. If someone were to sue for that,
they would not be suing the District because they were not hired by the District. They
would be suing the District Manager who hired them for that position. I think this all goes
to show the infinite wisdom of the legislature perhaps why they included that clause. It is
easier to look to the District Manager to deal with all these things, to manage the works
of the District. Am I saying the District will not be sued? Absolutely not. A plaintiff's
attorney will look thoroughly for as many causes of action as possible and as many
parties as possible. I do not see a great concern from a liability standpoint simply because
the District did not hire these people.
Mr. Farnsworth asked is there any relief at all or any concern that you will be going
through a different company to hire a new employee, as opposed to going through Severn
Trent again? Severn Trent was the one who brought up the potential conflict. 1f it is a
totally new company doing the hiring, they would not necessarily be cognizant of that
conflict.
Mr. Moyer stated you are absolutely right, and [ think there is some protection there.
The reality is, notwithstanding Severn Trent's human resource staff people who are very
conservative, you cannot put the District out of business because someone in Texas says
it is a similar position. It is not a similar position. Mr. Berube is absolutely correct that it
is not a similar position. Severn Trent's human resource department is dead wrong,
period. I am the manager and I can tell you that. They are wrong. I will not fight them.
We will just go around them.
Ms. Kassel stated it seems at this point that we have few choices because Severn
Trent is not willing to hire another employee, so we have to go with an outside staffing
company.
Mr. Koncar stated Severn Trent was requested to terminate the position instead of the
individual. This request was made of us, and we have to follow the directions we were
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given. When you eliminate a position and try to bring on a similar position within a
couple weeks, you can see where the problem is. That is why whatever the position is, it
needs to be substantially different than what you have.
Mr. Farnsworth asked was the reason that the request was made in order to avoid
problems with showing cause for terminating an individual than a position?
Mr. Koncar stated I do not know. We received the request and that is what we did. I
do not know what the reason was.
Mr. Berube stated there are areas that we try to stay out of.
Ms. Kassel stated based on Mr. Moyer's statement that the position is different, it
may not matter if we are going with another leasing company. But based on his statement
that the positions are different, is there any recourse with Severn Trent to hire someone
for this new position?
Mr. Farnsworth stated this might be a moot point.
Mr. Koncar stated that is what we were doing, revising the job description. Then the
idea was brought forth to do this through a leasing company, so we stopped.
Mr. Qualls stated I am confused. What is it that the Board is contemplating right
now? To me, the only decision the Board has to make is if you want another person here.
Mr. Berube stated yes.
Mr. Qualls stated that decision has been made, so I am confused as to why we are
discussing the District Manager's business right here. The District is not hiring anyone. I
know it is nomenclature, but the District is not hiring anyone. The District hired the
Manager, who is managing the works of the District. I do not see any decision that needs
to be made. I am sure the Board already made the decision months ago that you needed
some additional help here.
Ms. Kassel stated perhaps Mr. Moyer is presenting us with the information that he has
found for our comments.
Mr. Walls stated I think Mr. Qualls is correct. We tell Mr. Moyer to go forward and
do what he needs to do in order to hire a new person by whatever is the best option.
Mr. Berube stated in my mind, this has always been a switching away from Severn
Trent toward another company for all our employees who work here. Did Mr. Walls
understand that it was going to be offered to all three?
Mr. Farnsworth stated that was my impression.
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Mr. Walls stated my understanding was that they would have the option to switch if
they wanted or not, or the District Manager could decide that is the best way to go with
all three employees. We will leave it to him.
Mr. Berube stated we need a third employee. I would like to direct the District
Manager to proceed with the plan from Staffing Now and have them hire a third
employee. Since we do not need a motion for this, let us move forward with Staffing
Now.
Ms. Kassel stated let us move forward with the management company to decide who
is the best one to hire this employee and whether or not it is appropriate to transition the
other employees to this finn.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Moyer indicated he prefers Staffing Now. In looking at their
package, Staffing Now was clearly better from the employees' perspectives. Then once
the third employee is hired and we receive clarification on the medical insurance, we can
provide a better answer for our current employees and allow them to make the transition
to Staffing Now if they so desire.
F. Assessment Paydown Information
Mr. Moyer stated Mr. Koncar offered to come to today's meeting. He heads up the
Florida division of Severn Trent Management Services.
Mr. Berube asked is that different from Severn Trent Environmental Services?
Mr. Moyer stated it is a division of Severn Trent Environmental Services. The other
issue to discuss while Mr. Koncar is here deals with an item that Mr. Walls brought to my
attention a couple months ago about one of our residents requesting a payoff amount and
getting two different numbers at two different times. The assessment department looked
at that and, in fact, they did identify three cases in which a resident was given the
incorrect payoff amount that was lower than what it should have been. They did that
calculation, and those three accounts add up to $16,373.73. Mr. Koncar and I have
discussed this. Severn Trent is willing to go ahead and make the adjustment to pay that
amount of money into the debt service fund since that is where that money needs to go.
Mr. Koncar stated this is something that happened between 2001 and 2009. When the
accountants picked this up, even though some of the records were not clear, they picked
up the wrong number on three of the estoppel letters. Those were paid off by the home
owner. We used to have an employee who headed up our assessment department, who
went to work for another city, so we hired a contractor who had experience in
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assessments. She started looking at this and realized there might be something wrong.
She initiated a review of what was going on. Like any financial analysis, when you look
at something, you always have to go back. So she started going back and realized that
three of these letters had the wrong information on them. This was something she
initiated on her own and she told us what happened. As Mr. Moyer mentioned, the
amount short was about $16,000. That will solve this problem and make the District
whole again.
Mr. Walls stated J have been in the government budgeting business for over a decade,
and I have an assessment staff that works for me. I understand accounting changes and
sometimes you put things on the wrong lines, which is not a big deal. When it comes to
assessments, those directly impact people and what their tax bills are. If there is an issue,
they come to us and let us know there is a problem. That reflects on this Board in a sense.

If their bill is wrong and we are managing that bill or sending that bill or approving that
assessment, it looks bad on us. This is not the first assessment issue this District has had.
If there is any way of implementing a new system of checks and balances or something
along those lines to catch issues like this ahead of time, we would very much appreciate
it. If this had happened in my office at work, there would be people who would have been
fired, including me.
Mr. Koncar stated the person responsible for this work is gone, so that is part of the
issue. The reason we uncovered this was because we brought in someone new who
actually looked at things in a different way. She has made some changes in tenns of the
system and reviewing your assessments twice a year to make sure this does not happen
again, not only on estoppels but also the initial problem with the assessments. That was
done correctly and sent to the property appraiser; however, they never picked it up. As a
result, it was not an initial error by Severn Trent, but Severn Trent took responsibility
because we did not pick it up in years two and three.
Mr. Walls stated that is where I am getting at. T do not know how many people you
have looking at these things as they go out and come back in. Perhaps you need more
people looking at them.
Mr. Koncar stated I think it is a good point. What we have done to change the system
and how we review it and have different people looking at it, T think that will solve the
problem. We have gone through this situation dating back to the beginning of Hannony
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with assessments and looking at everything to make sure there are no other problems. I
think we have been able to get to the bottom of it now, so I do not foresee any issues. The
reviews we put in place will solve the problem.
Mr. Berube asked is it a fair question to say that if a resident had not had the
comparison of two years' final payout that we might not have seen and probably would
not have noticed it?
Mr. Koncar stated I do not know that I would go that far. Because of the original
issue that we had on the assessments, that is when the contractor we hired to head up the
assessment department started looking at the whole assessment issue. When she started
looking at the whole issue, she realized there were some problems, and that is where she
picked up the problem on the three letters, even though we know a resident came
forward. She started realizing something was not correct, not just with the system as a
whole but with a couple of these estoppel letters. I think she would have picked it up.
Mr. Berube asked how is this money going to be put back into the CDD's funds? Will
this be a credit or a check, or will we go through this monthly reimbursement process?
Mr. Koncar stated I discussed this with our assessment consultant who uncovered the
original issue. She suggested that we pay it back starting in April and complete the
payment in September. The reason is that will put all the money back into the debt
service account that is short before your payment due November 1. Then you will be able
to have a clean break for this fiscal year that ends September 30, so when you start your
new fiscal year on October 1, 2013, the debt service fund will be whole.
Mr. Berube asked will that be in the fonn of a check to the CDD or a credit against
outstanding bills?
Mr. Koncar stated we can do it as a credit.
Mr. Walls stated it needs to be a check because this is the debt service account. We
pay the management fee from the general fund.
Mr. Moyer stated I sense Mr. Walls is correct, but let me talk about that with Mr.
Koncar. We need to create the proper audit trail.
Mr. Berube stated however you want to do it is fine, as long as it is clear.

F. Auditor Solicitation
Mr. Berube stated every year, we pay $8,000 to Grau & Associates for an audit. How
much do they audit? I know they provide a letter that says they go by what Severn Trent
gives them and they add up all the columns. If all the numbers balance, that is great. We
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have had a couple of fairly stout issues that seemingly maybe should have stood out to
Grau, including something like the loss of the OUC utility deposits. They were on a
balance sheet at some point and they disappeared, but Grau never mentioned that. Now
we have had this assessment issue. We had the tax problem from a few years ago. I am
wondering how much rubber stamping Grau is doing. Granted, it seems they almost tell
you that when you read their letters. Do we really want to spend $8,000 again this year
that on the surface does not appear to dig in very deeply? There must be other auditing
companies.
Mr. Moyer stated there are half a dozen auditing companies that do a lot of CDD
audits. It is appropriate at any time that you have a concern to go through that process,
which is fairly simple. It is like a bid that you advertise for these auditing companies to
submit to the Board their qualifications with a proposed price to do the audit. As part of
those qualifications, you can go through and see what experience they have. It certainly
would not be out of order to direct the auditor as part of the pre-engagement audit process
to focus on certain parts of our financial reporting system, i.e., assessments. Since we
discovered a problem with assessments this year, I think that would be appropriate to
have them look at the assessment process and identify whether or not there are any
material weaknesses in the way those are being handled. That would be an appropriate
thing for the Board to do.
Mr. Walls stated I can speak from experience on that, too. These audits are largely
procedural, whether or not they should be. The auditors come in and look at the top layer.
They might go down a layer or two. Where I work, our budget is $3 billion. There is a
team of four or five auditors, so they really cannot investigate very much. I think the
direction we are going is correct. If there is an area where we have had some issues, like
assessments, we should ask them to review that more during their audit work.
Mr. Moyer stated part of the issue that is frustrating to the Board is inherent in
financial accounting. Grau and the previous auditors did, in fact, pick up the issue on the
2005 assessments. It was accounted for properly, but there was nothing done about it. It
was not a matter that the auditors were negligent. They had it absolutely right the way it
was shown on the financial statements. The problem that it was continually shown on the
financial statements until one of Severn Trent's assessment people just decided to bill it
without direction from the Board. That is how that came to light to the Board. There are
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nuances to this that make it a little difficult for a layman to understand the accounting
system. I put myself in the layman category. I look at those financial statements just like
the Board does, but unless you actually know something about accounting, we would not
pick up that it was properly accounted for but there is a problem. We can direct the
auditor to take a look at that.
Mr. Berube asked how long as Grau been engaged, four or five years?
Mr. Moyer stated l believe so. On the pricing side, it would not hurt to go through the
auditor selection process to see what other auditors are charging.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Moyer knows the auditors in this industry. Typically there is
an engagement letter that is received in July or August, usually during our budget
process.
Mr. Moyer stated that is correct, and we have time to go through that process. The
fiscal year 2012 audit is already underway, but for the fiscal year 2013 audit, we have a
lot of time to select an auditing firm.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Moyer knows the firms, so he can provide two or three
proposals or six if he. wants.
Mr. Moyer stated State law prescribes a process that we need to follow. You have to
advertise the solicitation and it has to be an open process. I cannot just ask three auditing
films that I choose, but I will tell you the responses will be from four to six of the same
auditing firms that we deal with.
Mr. Berube stated especially after where we are at, I think it is time for us to select a
new set of eyes to look at the financials.
On MOTION by Mr. Walls, seconded by Ms. Kassel, with
all in favor, unanimous approval was given to begin the
auditor selection process.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Staff Reports
A. Attorney
Mr. Qualls stated I loved the discussion the Board has had about the assessments.

You have a policy regarding assessments that covers the billing and collecting. That is
healthy and is a good indication to me that this Board is doing what that policy says for
assessments. If you have not seen it in a while, I will forward it to you, but it is very
enlightening.
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B. Engineer
There being nothing to report, the next order of business followed.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Supervisor Requests
Mr. Berube stated I provided some infonnation to all the Supervisors related to field
cell phone comparisons. We pay $3,200 annually to AT&T for three field cell phones. As
a matter of full disclosure, my son works for Sprint. I contacted him and told him what
we have and asked ifwe could do better. He said yes, so I said this needs to be an arm's
length transaction. He stepped back and put me in contact with someone in his office who
does governmental sales. Everyone in the cell phone business gets compensated in some
manner, so that is why cell phones are so expensive. Everyone is getting a commission on
the deal. When you get away from the commissions, things suddenly get cheaper. Our
current phone plan is detailed on the left, and you can see what it comes down to. On the
right is the Sprint plan. The biggest deal is that the first year, we would receive free
phones. There would also be a buy-back on the current phones that we have. There would
also be a port-in credit of lines coming from AT&T for $300. Our first year savings with
the free phones, which would be an iPhone 4 versus the iPhone 3, is $1,300. The second
year savings drops a little to $1,000 less, to $2,169.54 because there is no more port~in
credit and no buy-back credit from the phones. So the second year we would save $1,000
and have no contract. We currently have no contract with AT&T. The reason I started
looking at this was because of the tablets. We paid for the mapping system for the
irrigation technician last year. Currently that is being managed on his iPhone 3, which is
a tiny screen. He is trying to look at a map of the project, and it is time to get him a tablet
for managing that system. The tablet would be an iPhone 16G that is listed in the bottom
right comer. It would have cell and wifi capability. Depending on what we want for the
cell phone, there would be three monthly payments. Since we do not know what we will
use this for, I recommend going unlimited for $10 more per month than the metered
capability for the iPad to be out in the field using the internet. The tablet also plays into
what we referred to earlier in the meeting in taking some of the load off Mr. Haskett. Mr.
Druckenmiller can take care of some of the ordering of things and looking at various
pricing, but he does not have internet access. We also discussed last month that Mr.
Druckenmiller would be moving into managing the Maxicom system. This tablet would
give Mr. Druckenmiller the ability to manage Maxicom as he feels comfortable moving
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into that going forward. He does not have to do it right now, but at least he would have
the tablet and it would be available everywhere. The bottom line is if we change from
AT&T to Sprint, we can get this tablet and its plan at almost a budget-neutral cost. Ifwe
do not get the tablet, then we can save about $1,000 annually on cell phones.
Mr. Farnsworth asked did anyone check with AT&T to see if they were able to make
a competitive offer?
Mr. Berube stated no. That is all being handled through the development company
office right now. We would be leaning on them to try to get this done. I get a little
irritated at cell phone companies, or any companies, who know who you are and what
you are doing but does not give you their best deal. Clearly, AT&T is not giving us their
best deal.
Mr. Walls stated I appreciate the analysis. It looks good, and I always like to save
money. The only thing that is not included is coverage and quality of service.
Mr. Berube stated Sprint just turned on 4G LTE here last week.
Mr. Walls stated maybe it is better, but everyone I have talked to here who has Sprint
hates it. I do not mean to disparage Mr. Berube's son, but they say the coverage is not
good. You have to go certain places to get a signal. My wife had it previously and we had
to get rid of it because she could not receive calls out here. That is my only concern.
Mr. Berube stated we have a Sprint phone at my house that my wife uses. I think the
coverage has improved lately, especially since they turned on 4G LTE, so the coverage
just got better. I can get a coverage comparison map.
Mr. Walls stated perhaps staff can check with AT&T to see what kind of deal we can
get. Maybe what we have is not the best deal and they could do better.
Mr. Berube stated this is currently handled by the development company.
Mr. Walls stated someone can just call AT&T and ask them.
Mr. Berube stated this is a government contract, so it would be handled through the ·
Western States Contracting Alliance because we are a public government. We can do this
one of two ways. We could go on the Florida State contract, but then you have to go
through the challenges of dealing with Tallahassee. We would basically have an
engagement letter from Western States Contracting Alliance on our letter to Sprint that
says we are a government agency and will pay for what we contract and will contact them
ifwe make any changes.
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Mr. Walls stated AT&T has a similar contract because I get a discount from it.
Ms. Kassel stated I think we should leave it that Mr. Moyer will look into it and
contact AT&T to see if there is something comparable since we know it is good
coverage.
Mr. Moyer stated that is fine.
Ms. Kassel stated I know we discussed previously and Mr. Qualls suggested CDD
members having a separate email address. Is that something that is possible?
Mr. Moyer stated I will confinn with Ms. Burgess, but I think that is something we
can set up through the website.
Ms. Kassel stated we should be able to have email addresses that way, so CDD emails
can go to that email address. Any time we are asked for any public records or if we are
looking for anything, we will have it on a separate email address. I know Mr. LeMenager
said he would not check it, but he can have it set to forward to another email address.
Mr. Walls stated the devices we are getting can be set up to receive emails.
Ms. Kassel stated that is correct. The idea is to have a dedicated email address just for
CDD business, so that it is not coming to our personal or business emails.
Mr. Walls stated that is correct.
Ms. Kassel stated it has been at least a couple years since we had a _capital
replacement schedule prepared by the engineer. I think it is time to do that again if the
Board agrees. In our budget, we have a line item that is specifically designated for capital
outlay. As things degrade, we need to have funds accumulating to replace those assets.
We had a schedule prepared that told us how much we needed to be setting aside every
year, broken down by month.
Mr. Farnsworth asked did you say we had it but do not have now?
Ms. Kassel stated we had one made, but we need to have it updated.
Mr. Moyer stated I will ask Mr. Steve Boyd to update that schedule.
Mr. Walls stated we can put this on a schedule to be done every five years or so. Most
things will not change.
Mr. Berube stated I do not remember when it was done, but it has not been five years.
Mr. Moyer can ask Mr. Boyd what was contemplated as a cycle time for that report.
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Ms. Kassel stated I think it makes sense to do it every four years when there is a
turnover on the Board. That is the length of service for a Board member. For new
members, I think it is a good thing to have.
Mr. Walls stated the whole point is to make sure.we are setting aside the appropriate
amount of reserves, which I think we are now.
Ms. Kassel stated let us make sure, and we also need to think about what may be
coming up that may need replacement.
Mr. Berube stated there have been some changes especially at Lakeshore Park.
Mr. Walls asked can we put this on a four-year schedule?

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
The next regular meeting is scheduled for Thursday, February 28, 2013, at 6:00 p.m.
On MOTION by Mr. Berube, seconded by Ms. Kassel,
with all in favor, the meeting adjourned at 10:55 a.m.

Gary L. Moyer, Secretary

Steve Berube, Chairman
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The Davey Tree Expert Company
Harmony Community Development District
Landscape Maintenance
Monthly Summary
February 2013
4.1

Turf

4.1. l

Mowing - Mowing was completed throughout common and park locations on a
bi-weekly basis in January/ February as follows:
Week ending 1/05/ 13
Week ending 1/19/13
Week ending 2/02/13
Week ending 2/16/ 13
Mowing is scheduled for the balance of February as follows:
Week ending 03/02/13

Note: March marks the transition into weekly mowing providing for three (3) cuts as weather patterns induce increased
growth rates throughout the landscape. Weekly mowing will be in effect beginning the week of 3/11/13.

4. 1.2
4.1.3

Edging
Trimming

(same as above, see 4.1.1)
(same as above. see 4.1.1)

4.1.4 Disease Control
a. Spot treatments applications targeting Brown Patch in zoysia turf completed week
of 1/21/13 and 2/18/13.
b. Follow-up applications and spot treatments completed for Dollarweed the week of
1/21/13 and 2/18/13.
4.1.5 Fertilization
a. Turf fertilization in progress the week of 2/18/ 13. Granular application of I 5-0-15
40% SCU. Turf fertilization moved up in schedule due to concerns and
indications of an early Spring.
4.1.6

Pest Control
a. Pest activity minimal.
b. Ant treatments on-going.

4.1.7

pH Adjustment

4.1.8

Other:
a. Zoysia patch completed at Needlegrass Lane.

b.

Leaf'compost' ahead of mowers. Street side leaves blown onto turf ahead of
mowers to allow for 'mulching' and return to soil. Excess leaf accumulation
filtered and/ or removed.

4.2

Sports Turf

4.2.1

Mowing
a. Mowing completed weekly. Mowing is being completed with a rotary style
mower, mulching deck, at a 1" cutting height.
b. Mowing activity shifted to morning hours as requested.

4.2.2

Insecticides
a. No insect concerns/ activity at this time.

4.2.3

Herbicides
a. Turf weed applications remain on cycle. Next application due week of 1/21/13
(completed). Next application scheduled for the week of2/18/13.

4.2.4

Fungicide
c. No disease concerns at this time

4.2.5

Fertilization
a. Granular application of24-0-11 completed the week of 01/21/13. Next
scheduled application the week of 2/18/13 with 15-0-15 40% SCU.

4.2.6

pH Adjustment

4.3

Shrub/Ground Cover Care

4.3. l

Annuals
a. General policing and weeding of bedding areas.
b. Mulch extended throughout annual bed locations.

4.3.2

Pruning
a. General trimming and pruning throughout all locations of the community.
b. General clean-up and dead removal on overpass berms plantings on North and
South sides.
c. Dark Sky Festival preparations:
a. Retail Center tree trimming and mulching
b. Plumbago shaping and sizing in Town Square
c. Tree elevations within Town Square
d. Adjust mowing timing to coincide with event
d. General shaping and cleaning of Butterfly bush at East and West entries.
e. Deadheading of Knock-out Roses

4.3.3

Weeding
a. Weed control cycling through property covering hardscape and open bedding
areas throughout community and 192. On-going basis.
b. Hand weeding to maintain aesthetics within ornamentals and ground covers
being supplemented with selective herbicides. Primary target is torpedo grass
populations left unmanaged. The hand and spray combination will continue
until spray applications take effect on the torpedo grass -this typically takes
3-4 applications due to the nature of the grass itself. Update, 11/15: torpedo
grass control has been effective. Applications moved to as-needed basis.

4.3.4

Fertilization
a. Next fertilization due February 2013.
b. Supplemental fertilization in select locations for select material incorporated
into detail crew sectional detailing schedules.
a. Azalea supplements - East entrance

4.3.5

Pest and Disease Control
b. No major pest or disease issues at this time.

4.3.6

Mulching
a. Mulch installation in progress (initiated on 12/ l 0/12 beginning with Harmony
Square in preparation for Winter Carnival). Ashley Square Pool, Clubhouse
Pool, tree wells and bedding areas along Five Oaks to Cat Brier, round-about
at Cat Brier. Cat Brier, Large Dog Park, Lakeshore, Schoolhouse through
West entrance, Dark Sky completed. Mulching moves into neighborhood
parks and on to 192. Completion projected at end of month.
b. Detail crew has taken on removal of excess pine bark mulch from bedding and
tree well locations in advance of new mulch as they work through the
community.

4.3. 7

pH Adjustment

4.4

Tree Care

4.4.1

Pruning
a. Elevation/ canopy completed along west side (home side) of Cat Brier. Work
proceeds down Five Oaks, north side through West entrance.
b. West entrance palm trim on transplanted palms. Note: Palms exhibiting
transplant shock are showing signs of recovery and establishment.
c. E. Five oaks Drive oak tree elevation of low hanging limbs.
d. General sucker removal throughout.
e. Straighten leaning Crape Myrtles along Five Oaks Dr. between Cat Brier and
Schoolhouse.
f. Swim Club palm pruning completed.

4.4.2

Tree Basins
Mulch removal - on-going.
b. Mulch install - on-going.

a.

4.4.3

Fertilizer
a. Note: Ligustrum trees at Estates entry monument showing signs of
improvement from fertilization application and irrigation reduction. Trees are
salvageable and should return to good form after reduction pruning in Spring.

4.4.4

Pest Control
a. Magnolia scale application completed at Ashley Park/ Pool

4.4.5

Mulch

a. Note section 4.4.2
4.4.6

pH Adjustment

4.5

Irrigation

4.5.1

4.5.2
4.5.3

General Requirements
a. Materials supplied for collateral head damage resulting from mowing
operations.
Monitoring
Valve/ Valve Boxes

4.6

Litter Removal

4.6.1

Landscaped Area
a. Mowing, detail , weed crew and Supervisor responsibility on a daily basis.
Sidewalks
a. Mowing, detail, weed crew, and Supervisor responsibility on a daily basis.
Trash Receptacles
a. Cleaning and pest control scheduled bi-weekly.
Streets
a. Mowing, detail, weed crew, and Supervisor responsibility on a daily basis

4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4

4. 7

District/ District Manager Awareness

5.0

Unscheduled Maintenance and Repairs

5. 1. I

General
a. None noted at this time.

5.2. l
5.2.2

Damaged Facilities
Damaged Irrigation System Repairs

5.3.1
5.4.l

a. Reference section 4.5. l above
Emergency Repairs
Unscheduled Maintenance

6.0

Other- Proposals, Work Orders

6.1

Proposals
a. Proposal submitted for West entry landscape modifications that include OUC
tree transplants. Approved. Work scheduled for week of I 0/29/ l 2. Tree
relocations, palmetto removal, annual replacements completed. Note: the
supply of Butterfly bush received were not acceptable for installation.
Replacement material is being located and shipped.
12/10/12 -Temporary plant material installed at monument wall in lieu of
Butterfly Bush. Work continues to locate satisfactory material to finish
median plantings.
Oak tree transplants from OUC buffer scheduled for February 2013. Locations
pending/ Proposal pending.
b. Proposal for Class I pruning of street trees submitted. Scheduled to begin the
week of 12/10/12 with completion projected end of December. Canopy/
elevation work in progress in advance of pruning.
c. Proposal for landscape renovations at Lakeshore turn-about submitted.
Projected to begin the week of 12/26/12 provided suitable material (Butterfly
bush) is located and secured. Pending material. Note: Discussed at January
meeting and decided to table this proposal re-directing approved funds to
other areas of the property. Proposal pending.

4C i

HA~ONY

District Dock & Maintenance Activities Report
January 16, 2013 - February 14, 2013
Boat Maintenance

•
•
•

Checked all wire connections on all boats, replaced items as necessary.
Removed and inspected all propellers (weekly). Fishing llne removed from small &
large pontoons, no damage noted.
Bass boat placed back in service.

Buck Lake Activities

•
•
•

Fishing event - 1 person attended.
Boat Orientation held at the Enrichment Center 2/9/2013, 5 attended.
Boat reservations continue to be adequately accommodated; however, progress of
maintenance activities is being affected as reported last month.

Facility/ Park Maintenance Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Routine cleaning activities- Including restrooms, trash and doggie potty removal.
Inspected facilities for cleanliness and/or damage after each scheduled event.
Monitor trail cameras.
Increase Swim Club pool temp. to 86 degrees.
Swim Club furniture proposal.
Swim Club shade structure proposal.

Irrigation Maintenance

•
•

Continue to replace broken and clogged irrigation heads and routine maintenance
activities.
Inspected Controller 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, & 14.

4Cii

HARMONYCDD
Boat Reservations • JanuaN-Februarv 2013

Date
1/1612013
1117/2013
1/17/2013
1/18/2013
1/19/2013
1/1912013
1119/2013
1119/2013
1120/2013
1/2012013
1120/2013
1/2012013
1/21/2013
112112013
1/23/2013
1124/2013
1/2512013
112512013
112512013
1126/2013
1126/2013
1/2612013
1126/2013
112612013
1126/2013
1/27/2013
1127/2013
1/2712013
112712013
1/2912013
113012013
1/3012013
113112013
2/212013
21212013
212/2013
212/2013
21312013
213/2013
2/312013
213/2013
21312013
214/2013
2/412013
216/2013
2/6/2013
2/6/2013

2/712013
218/2013
218/2013
21912.013
2/912013
219/2013
219/2013
2/912013
21912013
211 0/2013
211012013
211012013
2/1012013
2111/2013
211312013
2/l312013

Resident
Don Rlce
Robert Locke
Thomas Belieff
Rick Temolelon
Z~ch Mulharen
Shlrlln Mardarosian
Sunofe Temnleton
Sunnie Temoleton
Thomas BelieH
Don Rice
Dave Brown
ScoltToomev
8emie Searaa
nm Flowers
Don Rice
PMlin Uanos
Jim Herrina
Mika Hubbard
Shirlln Mardarosian
Tiiomas Belief!
Miau.e! Ramos
Pnillin Uanos
Mike Galdbara
ScottToomev
Leif Jo.hnson
Don Rice
Zaci1 Mulharan
Jeff Sooo,
Roner Van Kramer
Phillin Llanos
Don Rice
Mike Hubbard
Sunnie Tamolelon
Don Rice
Su nnie Temol eta n
Jeff Saoor
Toomev. Scott

R"" Walls
Thomas Belief!

Albert Sosa
Dennis DeMaria
Marilun Mower
Thomas Belief!
Don Rice
Thomas Belie ff
Don Rice
Susan McNeatv
ThOmas Belieff
Mike Stancil
Phillip Llanos
Boal Orientahon
Mike Goldbero
Alan Santa Cruz
Phiflin Llanos
Dave Brown
Zach Miller
JamesHerrina
Thomas Beliell
Don Rice
Leif Johnson
Bill Fife
Chris Lara
Susan McNeelv

Total
20'
16'
Time
M-W•Th F-S-S Passenners Pontoon Pontoon
X
X
3
7:30-11:30
7:J0- 11:30 AM
X
X
1
X
7:30-11:JO AM
2-5:00PM
8- 12:00 PM
2-5:00PM
4
12:30-3:00 PM
X
2-5:00 PM
X
1
X
7:J0-11:30 AM
X
X
2
7:30- 11:30AM
X
1-5:00PM
X
6
X
1-3:JOPM
X
2
7:30 12:30 PM
X
2
7:30-12:45 PM
X
X
2
7:30-11 :30 AM
X
X
3
1:30-4:00 PM
X
7:30-11:30AM
X
X
~
11....J:OO PM
X
11-3:00 PM
X
X
2
7:30-10:30 AM
X
X
X
9
9:30--1 :00 PM
12-4:00 PM
X
7
2-5:00 PM
X
X
](
3
1-.5:00 PM
3
2-4:30 PM
X
2
X
7:30--11:30 AM
X
1-5:00 PM
X
3
12-2:30 PM
X
3
X
3
12-2:30 PM
1-5:00 PM
7:30-11:30 AM
X
12-4:00 PM
X
10:30-12:00 PM
X
2
9-12:00 PM
X
3
X
1:30-3:00 PM
4
X
X
9-1:DO PM
X
Bam-12:00~m
X
2
7:30-12:00 PM
X
X
1
7:30-11 :30 AM
X
X
6
1-6:00 PM
X
2-4:00 PM
X
a
1
X
10:30-1 2:00PM
X
1
X
7:30-1 t30 AM
X
7;30-11:45 AM
X
2
7:30- 11 :30 AM
X
2
X
7:30- 11:30 AM
4
X
11:30-3:30 PM
X
](
X
1
7:30-10:30 AM
X
1
X
6 12:00 PM
12•-4:00PM
10-11:00AM
X
2
7:30--11:30 AM
12-4:00 PM
12-4:00 PM
4
X
1--5:00 PM
X
1
3-5:00 PM
Jl
7:30-11:30 AM
~
X
7:30--9:30 AM
Jl
1
3
X
7:30-11:30 AM
X
X
X
3
10:30-1:30 PM
1
10:00AM
9-1:00 PM
7:30-3:00 PM

18'

Bass

Sall
Boat Canoes

"-aks

COMMENTS
Cancelled

407-414-3521

Wind Ad\liso,y
Wind Advlsorv
Wind Advlsorv

710-596-9891
407-873-5136
407-891-9470
770-597-0236

X

Wind Advisory

407-451-7117
407-709-7017

•

407-460-4715
X

657-303-4!!83
407-691-9470

Canceled

X

407-873-5136
X

34

114

16

las!Monlh

129
36

18

Cancelled

407-460-4715

Wind Ad11isorv

651-303-4883

X

•
407-709-7017
X

407-593-1732
X

Rescheduled
708-21 S-1670

Wind Ad~isorv

217-827-7986
407-460-4715
401-593,1680

•

14

210-421-6199
407-460-471 S
407-593-1680
407-709-7017

Unscheduled

X

•

•

PHONE

Canceled
Canceled

407-460-4715
407-451-7117

Unscheduled

X

407-957-1508
407-921-0969
407-593-2533

X

X

Wind Advisorv
Wind Advisory

8

3

Buck lake Is closed on Tuesdavs.
Total Passengers
Total Trios

...JJ.L
4B

1

0

787-242-1326
708-218-1670

.

.

.
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American Recycled Plastic Inc
773 N Union Grove Rd/ Friendsville TN 37737
Ph 865.738.3439 1 Fax 865.738.3731
www.itsrecycled.com

Customer Quote

Harmony Development Co LLC

Phone:

407-891-1616

Todd Haskett

Email:

thaskett@harmonyfl.com

From:

Amy

Date:

2/12/2013

Item:

Pool Furniture

Pages:

Quote#:

0212-013

Client:
Contact:

Here's the
Item#
PCC-W
PCL-W
PSTR-W
PDTR48

quote you reQuested; pricina is based on
Item Description
Captain's Chairs, Each
Chaise Lounge w/o Arms
RoundSideTables
Dining Table, Round, 48"
Freight/Delivery to Harmony, per item
Product Assembly is included at N/C

single order of ltem(s) below:
Color
Qty Ea Price
Extension
White
29
$255.55
$7,410.95
White
40
$493.05
$19,722.00
White
10
$113.05
$1,130.50
White
1
$522.50
$522.50
70
$11.25
$787 .50

Order Subtotal Prior to Sales Tax
Sales Tax
QUOTE TOTAL:
Additional Information & Terms:

TN Locations
Pay Sales Tax

9.25%

Availability Our current lead times are estimated at

3-4 Weeks

plus shipping time.

$29,573.45
$0.00
$29,573.45

Freight/
Items will be delivered by truck; 1-2 people will be needed to assist in offloading.
Shipping:
Delivery:

Items are delivered fully assembled & ready to use.

Payment
Terms:

Visa, Mastercard, Amex, Discover, or Check.
PO's are accepted from government agencies or schools only.

Notes:

Note: the 42" table was discontinued, FYI.

Signature required to accept the above terms & place order: _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ __
Thank you for the opportunity to present this quote; we look forward to working with you!
Once an order is placed, you will receive an Order Confirmation within 24-48 hrs.

r

th

4150 S.W 19 Street
Ocala, FL 34474
1-800-609-6066 · FAX: 352/237-2256
E-mail: marie@shadesystemsinc.com

SALES
ORDER

w.ww. shadesyste msi nc. com

TO: Hmmony Community Development
Attn: Todd Haskett// Tel.: 407-891-1616

FROM: Marie Weissenborn
1-800-609-6066 ext. 10

210 N University Drive, Suite 702
Coral Springs, FL 33071

DATE: February 14, 2013

Email: thaskett@hannonyfl.com
Project: Pool

PAGE: 1 of 1 - REV[SED

Tit ank JJ<mfor vow· interest in Slia,ie Sw,tems. We are ltaoov to <mote thefollowinf! product~s):
DESCRJPTION

QTY

Model No. SW103008-10' x 30' Shade Walk Shade

l

System -8' high

-

·-

TOTAL

EACH

$4,996.00

$4,996.00

600.00
300.00

Florida Professional engineer scaled drawings

Florida Professiomil engineer sealed calculations
Shipping/ handling cost to I-larmony, FL 34773, excluding
C.0.D. fees

--

COLORS: Fabric: Forest Green Metals: Al12inc White

497.00

r.r1 ,-,..,_.,._,.-,;,,,.-,:,.-,..-.,1
TOTAL ;
6

$ 6,393.00 ,
w~~

~I;,,..-

,. .,.

IMr ORTANTTERMS & CONDJTlONS :
•

I

'
•
•
•
•

All prodncts quoted arc per standard Sbadc Systems .specifications per our catalog with in
1
ground bury columns and including our ea~y-to-use Turn-N-Slidc M fabric removal
and re-attachment fastening system factory-instnlled.
Please confirm colors selected above and make changes, if necessary.
Above prices do not include any any applicable t~xes, concrekl supplies, truck unloading,
or installation.
Price:s quoted arc valid until March 31, 2013. Current shipping schedule is estimated at 4
to 6 wc~ks after receipt of order with deposit.
To place this order, please return signed copy of this Sales Order along with your deposit
ch:.!-ck in the amount of$ 3,196.50. You may fox this sheet to schedule your order while
cl1eck is in 1hc mail. Your order will ship via common carrier with the balance due
C.O.D. plus the carrier's C.O.D. fee payable by cashier's check. You will be notified of
the total C.0.D. amount due by the carrier 48 hours in advance of scheduled delivery.
Please note that this order is non•cancelable once placed, and deposit is non-refundable.
!f shipment is rcfm:cd when delivery is attempted, carrkt will return the shipment to the
f1ctnry and all rcsnlting charges will be applied to yoLir account.
·

f\ 110 VE t\J>l R.OVFD AND ACCEPTED: By signing below, Bvver accepts the terms and conditions of this Sales
1

Orde1 anJ CJ1tccts. Sha:lE< Sys,ems t.i provide t11e products listed for the amounts shown. Buyer agre.es to pay to the seller interest on
accounts 1>asl dutl al.; JFJto d 1.60¼ per month orthe maximL1111 allowed i11terest rate by applicable law, whichever is lower, all
c1;1tection cosll; inclutlina altof11ey'i; fees, and olher costs lriVolved in tile collection of any acoounls past due. Buyer agrees this order
i, no, ~-,;;1c,;laiJ'G iJl1d dcpo5it is no11,rnfund.ilM.
[)~,/,
f •

TITLE

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ __

Sixth Order of Business

&A
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HARMONY
Governmental Funds

Community Development District

Balance Sheet
January 31, 2013

GENERAL
FUND

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

2001 DEBT
SERVICE
FUND

2004 DEBT
SERVICE

FUND

2004
CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUND

TOTAL

ASSETS
Cash - Checking Account

$

260,085

$

$

$

$

260,085

500

500

Accounts Receivable

10,735

10,735

Assessments Receivable

73,703

73,703

2,396

2,396

Cash On Hand/Petty Cash

lnteresUDividend Receivables
Investments:
Certificates of Deposit - 36 Months
Money Market Account

127,778

127,778

481,433

481,433

Prepayment Account
Reserve Fund
Revenue Fund

1,506

3,229

4,735

1,415,519

857,125

2,272,644

649,026

25,113

674,139
725

725

Prepaid Items
!TOTAL ASSETS

62,849

62,849

Construction Fund

$

957,355

$

16,732

$ 2,066,051

$

$

$

885,467

$

62,849

$

3,971,7221

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable

$

$

16,732

Accrued Expenses

34,783

34,783

Deferred Revenue

872

872

52,387

52,387

!TOTAL LIABILITIES

I

FUND BALANCES
Nonspendable:
Prepaid Items

$

725

$

$

$

$

725

Restricted for:
2,951,518

885,467

2,066,051

Debt Service

62,849

62,849

Capital Projects
Assigned to:
Operating Reserves

366,305

366,305

Reserves-Renewal & Replacement

135,000

135,000

Reserves - Self Insurance
Unassigned:

50,000

50,000

352,938

352,938

I

ITOTAL FUND BALANCES

$

904,968

$ 2,066,051

$

885,467

$

62,849

$

3,919,335

!TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES

$

957,355

$

2,066,051

$

885,467

$

62,849

$

3,971,7221

Report Date: 2/20/2013

HARMONY
General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and .Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
ADOPTioD
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE

VARIANCE ($)

ACTUAL

FAV(UNFAVJ

$

$

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

2,501

832

Interest - Tax Collector

1,003

$

171

45

45
31,370

S peci aI Assmnts- Tax Co lie ctor

602,370

301,185

332,555

Special Assmnts- coo Collected

884,442

294,816

294,814

(?)

Special Assmnts- Discounts

(24,095)

(12,048)

(13,194)

(1,146)

1,862

1,862

other Miscellaneous Revenues

TOTAL REVENUES

1,466,218

684,785

617,085

32,300

11,200

3,200

2,200

1,000

857

244

168

76

EXPENDITURES
Administration
P/R-Boara of Supervisors
FICA Taxes
ProfServ-Arbitrage Rebate
ProfServ-Dissemination Agent
P rofServ-E ngine e ring

1,200
500
5,000

1,668

1,668

ProfServ-Legal Services

25,000

7,668

3,830

3,838

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

55,984

18,660

13,461

5,199
779

779

779

P rofServ-Sp eci a I Assessment

11,822

11,822

11,822

P rofServ-Trustee

10,800

10,800

10,023

Auditing Services

8,000

P rofServ-Pro party Appraiser

Communication - Telephone
Postage and Freight
Insurance - General Liability
Printing and Binding
Legal Advertising
Misc--Assessmnt Collection Cost
Misc-Contingency
Office Supplies
Annual District Filing Fee

Total Administration

777

500

{500)

380

128

2

126

1,200

400

266

134

26,751

26,751

27,431

5,000

1,668

1,615

500

172

78

(680)

53
94

12,047

6,024

6,387

(363}

500

172

14

158

1,000

332

166

166

175

175

175

178,695

90,663

78,138

12,525

Report Date: 2/20/2013
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HARMONY
General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

119 113

39,705

26,717

12,988

119,113

39,705

26,717

12,988

R&M-Grounds

29,994

10,000

7,177

2,823

R&M-lrrigation

20,000

6,668

1,933

R&M-Tree Trimming Services

15,000

5,000

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

ADOPll:D
BUDGET

VARIANCE($)
FAV(UNFAV!

Fleld

ProfServ-Field Management
Total Field

Landscape

4,735
5,000

19,115

6,372

6,630

(258)

R&M-Turf Care

248,001

82,668

80,932

1,736

R&M-Shrut> Care

107,540

35,848

36,595

(747)

23,000

7,668

2,411

5,257

462,650

154 224

135,678

18,546

30,000

10,000

9,428

572

Eleclricily - Streellighting

389,000

129,664

126,038

3,626

Utility - Water & Sewer

105,000

35,000

28,045

6,955

524,000

174,664

163 511

11,153

Contracts-Lake and Wetland

25,000

5,565

5,232

333

Communication - Telephone

6,000

2,000

1,207

Utility - Refuse Removal

2,000

668

916

(248)

R&M-Common Area

18,800

6,268

8,878

{2,610)

R&M-Equipment

15,000

5,000

1,853

3,147

R&M-Pools

57,000

19,000

7,523

11,477

R&M-Roads & Alleyways

5,000

1,668

1,668

R&M-Sidewalks

4,000

1,332

1,332

R&M-Parks & Amenities

8,500

2,832

R&M-Hardscape Cleaning

5,000

2,912

2,836

76

19,960

6,652

450

6,202

2,500

832

788

44

12,000
180,760

1,000
55,729

29,683

26.046

1,465,218

614,986

433,727

81,258

R&M-Trees and Trimming

Miscellaneous Services
Total Landscape

Utllltles

Electricity - General

Total Utilities

Operation & Maintenance

Misc-Contingency
Misc-Security Enhancements
Cap Outlay- Other
Total Operation & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPEND ITURES

793

2,832

1 000

Report Date: 2/20/2013
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HARMONY
General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
VARIANCE ($)
FAVjUNFAVI

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

69,800

183,358

113,558

Sale of General Capital Assets

577

577

hoTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

677

snl

ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

Excess(deflciency)ofrevenues
Over (under) expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Net change in fund balance

721,033

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2012)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

$

$

$

721,033

69,B00

$

790,833

$

114,135

721,033

721,033

$

183,935

$

904,968

Report Date: 2/20/2013
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HARMONY
2001 Debt Service Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE

VARIANCE ($I

ACTUAL

FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector
Special Assmnts- CDD Collected
Special Assmnts- Discounts

lroTAL REVENUES

800

$

268

$

227

$

(41)
54,171

1,050,511

525,255

579,426

439,182

316,172

312,188

(3,984)

(42,021)

(21,009)

(22,989)

(1,980)

1,448,472

820,686

868,852

48,1661

21,010

10,506

11 ,129

(623)

21,010

10,506

11,129

(623)

20,000

(20,000)

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Misc--Assessmnt Collection Cost

Total Administration
Debt Service

350,000

Principal Debt Retirement
Principal Prepayments
Interest Expense

Total Debt Service

lrorAL EXPENDITURES

1,072,638

536,319

536,319

1,422,638

536,319

556,319

(20,000}

1,443,648

546,825

567,448

(2Q,623)1

4,824

273,861

301,404

27,543

Excess {deficie11cy) of revenues
Over (under) expenditures
Net Change in fund balance

$

$

1,764,647

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2012)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

4,824

$

1,769,471

273,861

$

1,764,647

$

2,038,508

301,404

$

27,543

1,764,647
$

2,066,051

Report Date: 2/1 B/2013
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HARMONY
2004 Debt Service Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

VARIANCE{$)
FAVIUNFAV)

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

REVENUES
Interest- Investments

$

2,000

$

664

$

98

$

(566)

1,219,938

Special Assmnts- COD Collected

1,221,938

IToTAL REVENUES

664

98

(566)1

EXPENDITURES

Debt Service
Principal Debt Retirement

255,000

Interest Expense

968,963

484,482

484,481

1,223,963

484,482

484,481

1,223,963

4'8 4,482

4 84,481

(483,818)

(484,383)

Total Debt Service

TOT A L EXPENDITURES

1

Excess (deficiency) of revenues

(2,025)

Over (under) expenditures
Net change in fund balance

$

$

$

1,3671825

(483,818)

$

1,369,850

1,369,850

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2012)

FUND BALANCE, ENDING

(2,025)

$

886,032

(484,383)

{565)
$

{565)

1,369,850

$

886,467

Report Date: 2/18/2013
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HARMONY
2D04 Capital Projects Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending January 31, 2013
ANNUAL
ADOPTleD

BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TOOATE
ACTUAL

$

$

VARIANCE 1$)
FAV(UNFAVI

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

lroTAL REVENUES

12

$

12
12

12

I

EXPENDITURES

-I

hoTAL EXPENDITURES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues

12

Over (under) expenditures

$

Net change In fund balance

.

$

$

12

62,837

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2012)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

12

12

$

.

$

.

$

62,849

Report Date: 2/1812013
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Harmony

Balance Sheet - All Funds

Community Development District
Notes to the Financial Statements
January 31, 2013
IGeneral F und

•

~

• Cash and Investments - See Cash and Investment Report on page 12 for further details.
• Accounts Receivable - Reimbursement for FY2006 Delinquent Assessments and all legal fees associated with the FY2006
Delinquent Assessments.

• Interest Receivable -Accrued interest earned on 36 month CD.
• Prepaid• Invoice# 329079 from US Bank for Series 2004 Admin Fee• 12/1/2012- 11/30/13

•

Llabllitles
• Accounts Payable - Expenditures paid in February 2013.
• Accrued Expenses - Expenditures accrued for January 2013.
2,000

$

OUC - Electricity - General - 1f7/13 - 2/5/13
OUC - Streetlighting - 117/13 - 2/5/13
Bio-Tech Consulting Inc-Lake and Wetland - Jan

31,475
1,308

Total

$

34,783

!Debt Service Funds

• ~
• Cash and Investments - See Cash and Investment Report on page 12 for further details.

ICapital Project Funds
•

Assets
• Cash and Investments - See Cash and Investment Report on page 12 for further details.

I Miscellaneous Notes

•

•

Per letter dated February 2012, the District will be reimbursed for the delinquent FY2006 assessments at approx. $1,300 for the
next 11 months. The invoice for administrative management fee will be reduced monthly through September 2013. In addition,
any legal fees incurred by the District relating lo the FY2006 delinquent assessments, will also be reimbursed. See page 14 for
breakdown of reimbursement.
In November 2012, the District received a refund of $4,350 from the City of SI. Cloud for all of the electric utility deposits held by
the OCU.

The notes are Intended to provide additions/ lnfonnatlon 116/p/ill when rsvfewlng the flnsnc/al statements.

Report Date: 2/20/2013

Prepared By:
Severn Trent Management Services
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HARMONY

Revt1nues, Expenditures and Fund Balances
Al/Funds

Community Development District

Notes to the Financial Statements
January 31, 2013

General Fund

IFinancial Overview f Highlights
•

The Non-Ad Valorem assessments collection are at 55% compared to last year at 52%.

•

Total general fund expenditures are at approximately 84% of the YTD (prorated) budget. Significant variances are explained below.

!Variance Analysis ( Rev and Expenditures)

Account Name

Actual
YTD

YTD Budget

Variance
(%)

Explanation

Revenues
other Miscellaneous
Revenues

$

$

1,862

n/a

Line ftem includes: Reimbursement to the District
from resident for a damaged tree - $565, fees for
replacement key cards for security gate - $20 and
PGIT- Insurance claim reimbursement for the
damaged fountain - $1,277.

Expenditures

Administration
ProfServ - Management
Consulting Services

$18,660

$13,461

72%

Under Budget: As part of an agreement on
February 2012 to reimburse the District the FY2006
Outstanding O&M Assessments and any legal fees
relating to it, the monthly invoice will show a
reduction of $1,300 beginning April 2012 through
September 2013.

ProfServ - Trustee

$10,800

$10,023

93%

Under Budget: Annual fee for Series 2001 and 2004.
Paid in full.

Insurance - General Liability

$26,751

$27,431

103%

Over Budget: Public Risk Agency - Paid in Full for
FY2013. Unfavorable variance due to invoice from new
insurance carrier.

Misc-Assessmnt Collection
Cost

ProfServ-Field Management

Report Date: 2120/2013

$6,024

$6,387

106%

$39,705

$26,717

67%

Over Budget: Administrative and collection costs
from Osceola County Tax Collector. Unfavorable
variance due to timing of budget allocation.

Under Budget: Payroll and overhead costs for fulltime field managerldockmaster and assistant to the
field manager as of January 2013. Monthly invoice
amount (not including overtime) is $9,726. Variance
is due to credit of $2,571.86, $2,944.53, and $976.51
for open positions from Sept-Nov and $400 credit for
overtime billed double on the October and November
invoice. See page 15.

Prepared By:
Severn Trent Management Services
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HARMONY

Revenues, Ex,,.nditures and Fund Balanc11s
Al/Funds

Community Development District

Notes to the Financial Statements
January 31, 2013
Operation & Maintenance
Utility - Refuse Removal

R&M-Common Area (District
Facilities)

$668

$916

137%

Over Budget: Invoice from Waste Management
Services for service through January 2013.
Unfavorable variance due lo higher costs than
anticipated.

$6,268

$8,878

142%

Over Budget: District facility's expenditures; various
invoices from Grainger, Northern Tool & Equipment
and Home Depot. Unfavorable variance due invoices
from Propel for Dogi-Pot liners purchased in Oct & Nov

- $3,827.
Misc-Security
Enhancements

$832

$788

95%

$0

$577

n/a

Under Budget: Monthly invoice from Brighthouse for
DVR, wireless router and internet service for security.
Unfavorable variance due to invoice from ID
W11olesaler for color ribbon and film.

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Sale of General Capital
Assets

Sale of the Solar Boat.

lcebt Service Fund Serles 2001
Account Name
Revenues
Interest - Investments

YTD Budget

YTD

Variance

Actual

(%)

Explanation

227

85%

525,255

$579,426

110%

316,172

$ 312,188

99%

$

268

Special Assmtnts - Tax
Collector

$

Special Assmts - CDD
Collected

$

$

Interest earned on investment accounts

Non-Ad Valorem assessment collected by the lax
collector on all the platted parcel.
Non-Ad Valorem assessments collected semi-annually
by the District on all the un-platted parcels.

IDebt Service Fund Series 2004
YTD
Account Name
Revenues
Inte rest - Investments

YTD Budget

$

664

Actual

$

Variance
(%) Fav

98

15%

Explanation

Interest earned on investment accounts

!Miscellaneous Notes

•

Principal prepayments for were made in November for Series 2001 - $20,000.

Report Date: 2120/2013

Prepared By:
Severn Trent Management Services
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Non-Ad Valorem Special Assessments
Osceola County Tax Collector - Monthly Collectlon Report
For the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2013

Allocatlon by Fund
Series 2001
Date

Net Amount

Received

Received

Collection

Discount/
(Penalties)

Gross
Amount

Cost

General Fund

Debt Service Fund

Assessments

Assessments

Received

Amount

t1J
ASSESSMENTS LEVIED FY 2013

$

100%

Allocation%

11/08/12

1,651,907 $

1,824

$

$

108

$

37

$

1,970

602,370

$

63.53%

36.47%

$

718

1,049,537

$

1,251

11/23/12

77,094

3,278

1,573

81,945

29,882

52,064

12/07/12

677,330

28,798

13,823

719,951

262,531

457,420

12/20/12

81,675

3,327

1,667

86,669

31,604

55,065

01/11/13

20,358

672

415

21,446

7,820

13,626

TOTAL

$

858,282

$

36,184

$

17,516

$

911,981
55%

% COLLECTED

I

TOTAL OUTSTANDING

$

$

739,9261 $

332,555

$

55%
269,815 1 $

579,426
55%

410. 111 1

Note ( 1) Difference with Budget is due to prepayments of assessments.

Re po rt Oate: 2/18/2013
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Harmony
Community Development District

Cash and Investment Report
January 31, 2013

!General Fund

ri!ili!.

Bank Name

Investment Tvpe

Checking Account- Operating

CenterSlate Bank

Interest Bearing Account

nla

0.05% /0.10%(1)

Checking Account

BankUnitecl

Business Checking Account

nla

n/a

Checking Account

CenterState Bank

Business Checking Account

nla

0.25%

Account Name

Maturity

Balance

Subtotal

Cash On Hanel

Petty Cash

n/a

n/a

$256,051
$1,000
$1 ,033
$260,085
$500

Certificate of Deposit

CenterStale Bank

36 month CD

7/6/2014

1.25%

$127,776

Money Market Account

CenlerSla te Bank

Money Market Account

n/a

Money Market Account

Florida Shores Bank Money Market Account

nla

Money Market Account

BankUnited

nfa

0.10%
0.50%
0.45%

$277,976
$102,137
$101,317
$481,433

Money Market Account

Subtotal

IDebt Service and Capital Projects Funds
Balance

Account Name

Bank Name

Investment Type

Maturity

Yield

Series 2001 Prepayment Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

nla

0.15%

$1,506

Series 2001 Reserve Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.15%

$1,415,519

Series 2001 Revenue Fund

us Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

nla

0.15%

$649,026

Series 2004 Prepayment Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.15%

$3,229

Series 2004 Reserve Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.15%

$857,125

Series 2004 Revenue Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.15%

$25,113

Series 2004 Construction Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.15%

$62,849

Subtotal

$3,014,367

Total

$3,884,162

N.Qill
(1) The Operaling Account at CenterState Bank is a combination of Business Checking and Money Market.

The different yields refiects the interest rate in each account, respectively.
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Monthly Debit Card Purchases
January 31, 2013

Vendor

Date

Description

Amount

1/412013

St. Cloud Cycle

Mule tires & supplies

700.00

1/4/2013

St Cloud Cvcle

Mule tires & suoolies

89.65

1/4/2013

Sunoco

Fuel

82.00

1/7/2013

Staples

Security System

349.99

1/8/2013

St. Cloud Cvcle

RETURN

{51.66)

1/14/2013

Osceola Farm & Ranch

Bait

10.17

1/17/2013

Noth South Suooly

Irrigation

42.68

1/24/2013

Sunoco

Fuel

96.60

1/2812013

Handvman Hardware

Batteries/Suoofies

38.45
Total

$

1,357.88

13

Harmony
Community Development District

Schedule of Reimbursement
January 31, 2013

FY 2006 Assessments to be reimbursed as per letter on February 2012.

$

13,872

Legal Fees associated to FY2006 assessments.

$

9,863

Total to be Reimbursed $

23,735

Date

Amount Deducted

Invoice#

$

1,300

4/30/2012

2060210

5/31/2012

2060668

1,300

6/30/2012

2061502

1,300

7/31/2012

2061972

1,300

8/31/2012

2062526

1,300

9/30/2012

2062902

1,300

10/31/2012

2063701

1,300

11/30/2012

2064255

1,300

12/31/2012

2064800

1,300

1/31/2013

2065232

1,300
Total
Outstanding Balance

$

13,000

$

10,735
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HARMONY
Community Development District

STS invoice Summary
Billing
Month
Septembe
October
November
December
December
December
December
Janua!::i'.

Management
Fees
3,365.33
4,665.33
4,665.33
3,365.33
0.00
(1,300.00}
(1,300.00)
3,365.33

Field
Services (1)
9,397.16
4,409.69
6,981.55
4,864.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
5,840.89

Overtime (2)
0.00
611.18
945.04
0.00
0.00
(200.00)
(200.00)
820.52

16,826.65

31,493.67

1,976.74

3,041.54

11,822.00

65,160.60

Avg Monthly Amount Invoice

3,365.33

6,298.73

395.35

608.31

985.17

10,667.72

Monthly Amount Budgeted

4,665.33

9,726.06

200.00

631.67

985.17

16,208.23

1,300.00 $

3,427.33 $

Difference

Invoice#
#2062902
#2063701
#2064255
#2064800
#2064801
0-1216
CR2064255-1
#2065232
Total

$

{195.35) $

Misc.
Assessment
Relmb. (3J
Services
709.28
0.00
366.97
0.00
468.96
0.00
1,076.66
0.00
0.00
11,822.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
419.67
0.00

23.36 $

Total
13,471.77
10,053.17
13,060.88
9,306.37
11,822.00
(1,500.00)
(1,500.00)
10,446.41

$

5,540.51

Notes
1.) The Field Services line item was credited $2,571.86, $2,944.53, and $976.51 for open positions from Sept-Nov.
2.) Overtime was credited $400 for being billed double on the October and November invoice for Field Services.
3.) The Miscellaneous Reimbursable line item was billed to recover postage, copies, office supplies, and phone charges.

15
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Harmony

Gimera/ Fund

Community Development District

Invoice Approval Report# 154
February 18, 2013
,,,

.

l:>ayee

lhllolce Number .

Ail.I

993377858X01262013

BIO-TECH CONSULTING INC

!IBIOHT HOUSE NETWQRKS

CENTURY LINK

CITY OF ST CLOUD

FEDEX

FIS OUTDOOR

GRAINGER

HQME DEPOT QBEDIT SERVICES

KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY

Report Date: 2/18/20~ 3

131 147

012013-41601
013113-41501

012513-8324

011013

2- 159-43561

3001953-00

9041298572

A= Approv~I
'
I
,,
, R= Ratification
R

. lrivofce Ampunt '.

$

265.72

Vendor Total $

265.72

$

1,308.00

Vendor Total $

1,308.00

A

R
R

·$
$

49.95
44.95

Vendor Total $

94.90

$

49.48

Vendor Total $

49.48

$

34,166.29

Vendor Total $

34 ,166.29

$

20.08

Vendor Total $

20.08

R

R

R

$

273.54

Vendor Total $

273.54

R

R

$

68.99

Vendor Total $

68.99

7044210
2053712
1044269
3021998
9051836
7052200

R
R
R
R

$

R

$

124.71
81.80
45.43
58.16
104.76
104. 16

1/24/2013

R

$

5,735.80

Vendor Total $

5,735.80

Prepared by:

Severn Trent Management Services

R

$
$
$
$

Page 1 _

Harmony

General Fund

Community Development District

Invoice Approval Report# 154
February 18, 2013

Pay~e

Invoice Numqer,
'

ORLANDO SENTINEL

ROBERTS POOL SERVICE

•

,

I

1215504

& REPAIR

020113

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

SPIES POOL LLC

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

WASTE SERVICES OF FLORIDA INC

Y_QUNG VAN ASSENDERP, PA

2065232

245836
245837
245964
246149

906530880

0000804310

12438

,' A= Approval
. ',.
I

/ R= 'Ratification

· Invoice Amount
1

34.00

Vendor Total $

34.00

$

1,280.00

Vendor Total $

1,280.00

A

$

10,446.41

Vendor Total $

10,446.41

A

A

$
$
$

A

$

431.85
647.08
488.50
640.00

Vendor Total $

2, 107.43

A
A

$

32,833.34

Vendor Total $

32,833.34

A

$

206.99

Vendor Total $

206.99

R

$

1,711.14

Vendor Total $

1,711 .14

$

91 ,121.13

A

Total $

Prepared by:
Sevem Trent Management Service::;

;

$

R

Total

Report Oa!e: 2/18/2013

~..

91,121.131

Page 2

Harmony
Community Development District

Check Register

January 1 - January 31, 2013

Harmony
Check Register by Fund
For the Period from 1/1113 to 1131113
(Sorted by Check No.)

Fund
No.

I I
Check

No.

Check

Date

I

Payee

I

Invoice No.

I

Invoice Deacriplion

I

GIL Aa:ount Name

I GIL Account# I

Check Amounl

GENERAL FUND· 0D1
001

52909

01102/13 AT & T

993377858-X 12262012

#993377858 11/19-12118/12

Communication - Telephone

541003-53910

$266.10

001

52937

01/31/13 BIO-TECH CONSUL TING INC

121002

AQUATIC PlANT MAI NT-NOV

Contracls-Lake and Wetland

534021-53910

$1,308.00

001

52937

01131/13 BIO-TECH CONSUL TING INC

131036

AQUATIC PLANT MAI NT-DEC

Conlracts-Lake and Wetland

534021-63910

$1,308.00

001

52910

01/02113 BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

122012-6416-01

# 1046416-01 12128-1127/ 13

Misc-Security Enhancements

549911-53910

$49.95

001

52915

01111/13 BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

123112-6415-01

#1046415-01 01/6-02/05/13

Misc-Security Enhancements

549911-53910

$44,95

001

52916

01/11/13 CENTURY LINK

122512-8324

#311908324 12/25-1/24/13

Commu nicalion - Telephone

541003-53910

$49.63

001

52931

01/18/13 CENTURY LINK

010713-81648

#312281648 117-216

Communication - Telephone

541003-53910

$52.73

001

52932

01/18/13 CITY OF ST CLOUD

011013

BILLING PERIOD 12110-1-9

Electricity - Streallighting

543013-53903

$31,614.90

001

52932

01/18/13 CITY OF ST CLOUD

011013

BILLING PERIOD 12110-1-9

Electric~y - Gan eraI

543006-53903

$2,551.39

001

52917

01/11/13 FEDEX

2-124-35598

0012-7 12117/12

Postage and Freight

541006-51301

$6.12

001

52917

01/11/13 FEDEX

2-131-26159

0012-7 12126112

Postage and Freight

541006-51301

$8.12

001

52933

01/18/13 FEDEX

2-137-26562

BILLING PERIOD 12/27-12126

Postage and Freight

541006-51301

$16.24

001

52918

01111113 FIS OUTDOOR

297440!>-01

IRRIGATION SUPPLIES

R&M-1 rrigation

546041-53902

$161.44

001

52919

01/11/13 GRAINGER

902498S486

MISC. SUPPLIES

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

$363.n

001

52934

01/18113 GRAINGER

9034315755

REPAIR KIT FOR URINAL

R&M-Common Alea

546016-53910

$123.03

001

52938

01/31113 HARMONY DEVELOPMENT CO, LLC

010913

CPR CERTIFICATION CLASSES

Misc-Contingency

549900-53910

$100,00

001

52935

01/30113 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

7044210

LUMBER/PRIMER

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

$124.71

$81.80
$45.43

001

52935

01/30113 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

2053712

ELECTRICAL/LIGHTING

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

001

52935

01/30113 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

1044269

ELECTRICAULIGHTING

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

001

52935

01/30113 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

3021998

ELECTRICAL

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

$58.16

001

52935

01/30113 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

9051836

PAINT/BATTERY

R&M-Common Area

546016.53910

$104.76

001

52935

01130/13 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

7052200

PAINT/BATTERY

R&M-Common Area

546016-53910

$104.16

001

52913

01104/13 ID WHOLESALER

878540

COLOR RIBBON & FILM

Miso-Securily Enhancements

54991Hi3910

$452.98

$8,193.52

001

52911

01/02/13 KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY

122612

BILLING PERIOD 11/14-12/16/12

Utility - Water & Sewer

543021-53903

001

52920

01111113 RENTAL WORLD OF ST CLOUD

02-161282-03

COMPACTOR, DIRT

R&M-Equipment

546022-53910

$45.00

001

52939

01131113 ROBERTS POOL SERVICE & REPAIR

120112

POOL MAINT-DEC

R&M-Pools

546074-63910

$1,280.00

001

52939

01131113 ROBERTS POOL SERVICE & REPAIR

010113

POOL MAINT-JAN 13

R&M-Pools

546074-63910

$1,280.00

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN lRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255

MGT FEES-NOV CREDIT

ProfSarv-Mgmt Consult;ng Serv

531027-51201

(~1.300.00)

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255

MGT FEES-NOV CREDIT

ProfServ-Field Management

531016-53901

($200,00)

001

52944

01/31/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

CR2064255-1

CREDIT MEMO FOR OCT

P rofServ-Mg ml Consulting Serv

531027-51201

($1,300.00)

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

CR2064255-1

CREDIT MEMO FOR OCT

P ro!Serv-Fie Id Management

531016-63901

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

531027-51201

$4,665.33

(.$200,00)

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

P rofServ-Field Management

531016-53901

$6,981.55

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN lRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

P ro!Serv-Field Management

531016-53901

$945.04

001

52944

01/31/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

Postage and Freight

541006-51301

$43.90

Report Date 2118/2013

Prepared by:
Severn Trent Management Services

Harmony
Check Register by Fund
For the Period from 111113 to 11:1.111 ~
(Sorted by Check No.)

F11nel

Check

Check

No.

No.

Oate

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

Printing and Binding

547001-51301

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

Office Supplies

551002-51301

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064255A

MGT FEES-NOV

Communication• Telephone

541003-61301

$0.26

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

ProfServ-Mg mt Consulting Serv

531027-51201

$3,365.33

lnvoioa Description

Invoice No.

Payee

GIL Account Name

Gil Aocounl #

Check Amo11nt

$368.80
$56.00

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

ProfServ-Field Management

531016-53901

$3,239.59

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

ProfServ-Fie Id Management

531016-53901

$2,601.30

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

ProfServ-Field Management

531016-53901

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

Post.age and Freight

541006-61301

$16.10

001

52944

01131113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

Printing and Binding

547001-51301

$322.60

001

52944

01/31113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

Office Supplies

551002-51301

$55.00

001

52944

01131/13 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064800

MGT FEES-DEC

ProfServ-Field Management

531016-53901

$682.96
$11,822.00

($976.51)

001

52944

01/31113 SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

2064801

ASSESSMENT ROLL SVCS

P rofS erv-Specia I Assessment

531038-51301

001

52941

01/31113 SPIES POOL LLC

244319

POOL SUPPLIES

R&M-Pools

546074-53910

$127.95

001

52941

01/31113 SPIES POOL LLC

24430

POOL SUPPLIES

R&M-Pools

546074-53910

$189.95

001

52941

01/31113 SPIES POOL LLC

244492

POOL SUPPLIES

R&M-Pools

546074-53910

$77.50

001

52942

01/31113 THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

906487104

MAINT AGREEMENT-JAN

R&M-Grou nds

546037-53902

$819.92

001

52942

01/31/13 THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

906487104

MAINT AGREEMENT.JAN

R&M-Turf Care

546130-53902

$20,233.00

001

52942

01/31113 THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

906487104

MAINT AGREEMENT-JAN

R&M-Shrub Care

546131-53902

$9,148.67

001

52942

01131/13 THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

906487104

MAINT AGREEMENT.JAN

R&M-Trees and Trimming

546099-53902

$1,657.42

001

52942

01131113 THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

906487104

MAINT AGREEMENT.JAN

R&M-Grounds

546037-53902

$974.33

001

52921

01/11/13 US BANK

3292079

ADMIN FEES SERIES 2004 1211/12-11/30/13

ProfServ-Trustee

531045-51301

$3,962.13

001

52921

01111113 US BANK

3292079

ADMIN FEES SERIES 2004 12/1112-11/30/13

Prepaid Items

155000

$725,00

001

52922

01111/13 WASTE SERVICES OF FLORIDA INC

0000799079

#0060-126957.JAN

Utility • Refuse Remova I

543020-53910

$207.35

001

52943

01131/13 YOUNGVANASSENDERP, P.A.

12369

LEGAL FEES-NOV

ProfServ-Legal Services

531023-51401

$379.33

001

52943

01131/13 YOUNG VAN ASSENDERP, P.A.

12389

LEGAL FEES-DEC

Pratserv-Lega\ Services

531023-51401

$670.25

001

52914

01104/13 DAVID l. FARNSWORTH

PAYROLL

January 04, 2013 P"'(mll Posting

$174.70

Fund Toi.al

$120,333.59

2001 DEBT SERVICE FUND - 201
201

52936

• 1130113

US BANK NATIONAL ASSOC

012413

TRANSFER OF ASS MTS-FY 2013

Due From Other Funds

131000

$12,934.66

Fnnri Tnhd

$12,934.66

jTotal Checks
I\)

Prepared by:
Report Date 211812013

Severn Trent Management Sefvices

P3

$133,268.25

&C

HARMONY CDD LOG
DATE
11/15/2012
11/19/2012
12/2/2012
12/26/2012
12/28/2012
1/8/2013
1/18/2013
1/24/2013

CONCERN
doaav oart receoUcle missina
drip hose mown over, 3 oieces
ants
issues with fences at doa parks
lrriaation concerns
sidewalk is raised
concerned about raised sidewalks
loose dirt where doas have duo at

LOCATION

ACTION TAKEN

entrance to Estates
lame dog park
areen neiahborhood park
lame and small doa oarks
i park between Brackenfem & Buttonbush
3330 Brackenfern Drive
throughout Harmony
entrance aates at both dog Parks

Repaired
Repaired
Inspected oark and treated as needed
Staff insoected and rePaired as needed
Staff inspected and reoaired as needed
Staff inspected and marked hazards
Reoairs forthcomina
Staff corrected issue.

STATUS
TH
TH
Comolete
TH
TH
TH
TH
TH

NAME
Dave Leeman
Dave Leeman
Ray Walls
Kerul Kassel
RovSamoson
Bfsabeth Lewis
Scott Farnsworth
Kerul Kassel

PHONE

407-791-2759
407-301-5240

..

.

..

.

&D

Harmony CDC
Website Statistics as of February 20, 2013
(counter setup March 25, 2011)

I OVERVIEW
•
•

Total Visitors:
Total Page Views:

•
•

Total Spiders:
Total Feeds:

4,921
43,162
32,192
1,344

•
•
•
•

Visitors, January:
Page Views, January:

•
•
•
•
•

Windows Server 2003 :

719

iPad:

477
378

Visitors, February:
Page Views, February:

418
3,112
332
2,067

I OPERATING SYSTEMS
•

Windows XP:

9,868

•
•

Windows 7:
Windows Vista:

6,406

iPhone:
MAC OS X Snow Leopard:

1,000

•
•

1,575
894

Windows 2000:
Mac OS X Lion:
Android Linux:

366
347

I BROWSERS
•
•

Internet Explorer 8:

3,618

•

lnternet Explorer 6:

3,618

•

Firefox:

3,229

•

Safari:

2,778

•
•
•
•
•

Mozilla:

16,353

Internet Explorer 7:

2,730

Google Chrome:
Internet Explorer 9:

2,292
2,257

Firefox 3:

1,789

Opera:

691

I SEARCH ENGINES
•

Google:

1, 184

•

Incredimail

•
•

Yandex:
Yahoo:

87

•

Dogpile
Search

•

Ask:

82
9

•

10,897
6,752

•
•

Agendas:
Public-Records/Minutes :

871
803

•
•
•

May 7, 2012

307

April4,2012
November 8, 2012

289

I TOP PAGES
•
•
•

Home:
fro bots. txt
/Public-Records/Agendas:

1,179

I TOP DAYS
•
•

June 27, 2012
December 5, 2012

392
339

•

June 12, 2012

322

276

ITOP DAYS -- Unique Visitors
•
•
•

June 30, 2011
November 1, 2012
February 17, 2013

70
66

•

December 5, 2012

50

•

May 29, 2012

49

54

•

July 9, 2011

48

340
271
208

•

July 25, 2012

•
•

October 22, 2012
November 1, 2012

I TOP DAYS .. Page Views
•
•

June 27, 2012
December 5, 2012

•

June12,2012

202
199
191

ILAST PAGES
Dnte

•

February20,2013

•

February 20, 2013

•
•

february 20, 2013
February 20, 20 J3

•
•

February 20, 2013
February 20, 2013

•

February 20, 2013

•

February 20, 2013

•

February 20, 2013

•

February 20, 2013

OS
Windows XP
WindowsXP

Page
Home
/robot.txt
/robot.txt
Home
Home
Home
User-agent
Related Links
/robot.txt
/author/

Browser
Firefox 3
Firefox 3

Windows Server 2003

Mozilla
Internet Explorer 6

Windows Server 2003
Windows Server 2003

Internet Explorer 6
Internet Explorer 6
Mozilla
Mozilla
Mozilla

[ TOP SEARCH TERMS (shown as typed in the search engine)

•

Harmony COD

•

harmonycdd.org

•

harmony community development
district
harmony f1 cdd

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

harmony+cdd.org

7

harmony, fl cdd

7

harmony cdd celebration

80

•

6
6

59

•

boat dock
harmony golf preserve notice of interest
(i
2012
6
cdd harmony florida
5
admin@harmonycdd.org

363
154

www.harmonycdd.org
harmony florida cdd

38
36

•

harmonycdd
Harmony logo

24

•

19

cdd stories

ll

•
•

cdd harmony
harmony community school florida

Harmony COD website statistics
As of February 20, 2013

8
7

2

CDd harmony fl

5

cache: 6MgNJ uCPN AoJwww.harmonyc
5
dd.org/harmony fl

I LATEST SEARCH TERMS (shown as typed in the search engines)
harmony cdd
email severntrentms.com

•

February 18, 2013

•

February 17, 2013

•
•

February 17, 2013
February 17, 2013

•

February 13, 2013

email severntrentms.com
harmony cdd

•
•
•
•
•

February 13, 2013
February 11,2013
February 11,2013
February 10, 2013
February 6, 2013

harmony cdd
harmony cdd
square town
cdd florida harmony
harmonycdd.org

email severntrentms.com

I LAST REFERRERS
Date

URL

•

February 20, 2013

http://whois.domaintools.com/harmonycdd.org

•

February 20, 2013

http://workplans.ru/

•

February 20, 2013

http://workplans.ru/

•

February 20, 2013

http://workplans.ru/

•

February 20, 2013

http://wegens.ru/

•

February 20, 2013

http://wegens.ru/

•

February 20, 2013

http://www.harrnonyfl.com/learn/resident-info-codes-guid'elines/hoaand-cdd-contac...

•

Febrnary 20, 2013

http://www.harmony fl. com/learn/resident-info-codesguidel ines/hannony-comm unity-...

•

February 20, 2013

•

February 20, 2013

http ://magnetfox.com/
http://magnetfox.com/

Harmony CDD website statistics
As of February 20, 2013
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